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Unlock  
your legal 
services

thompsonstradeunion.law/poa Standing up for you

POA members get free, specialist legal advice and representation for:
  Personal injury – at or away from work, on holiday or on the roads
 Serious injury – including brain and spinal cord injuries
 Industrial disease or illness
 Employment law – accessed via your POA branch
 Wills – create a will online without submitting a paper application 
 Special terms for medical negligence claims
  Reduced rates for probate, lasting Powers of Attorney, Deputyship, conveyancing 

and financial mis-selling claims
 Criminal charges

POA members’ families are also covered for:
  Non work personal injury claims
  Special terms for medical negligence
  Reduced rates for wills, probate, lasting Powers of Attorney, Deputyship, 

conveyancing and financial mis-selling claims

Use the POA legal service, provided by Thompsons Solicitors, and keep  
100% of your compensation within the union scheme.

Call the POA legal service on 0800 587 7515
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W
elcome to this issue of Gatelodge with 
a fresh new front cover as part of the 
planned changes the Editorial Board 
and our provider intend to bring 

forward moving into 2020.
This issue has some great articles and pictures from 

Annual Conference covering the debates and awards at 
the POA’s 80th Anniversary. Please take time to read 
these and forward any comments you may have.

The Gatelodge is the members official journal. As 
Editor, I would really value some real-life stories from 
your prison whether they are good news or factual 
reports of events. We need to raise your profile and the 
tremendous work you all do.

This year has been a difficult and challenging year for 
the union and our members. The decision to return HMP 
Birmingham back into the public sector was a great 
victory but for the individual members affected by this 
decision the change is proving difficult for some.

The NEC must also consider the Cuffe Report and  
more importantly understand the ramifications of each 
recommendation and take this back to conference  
where necessary. 

By the time you receive this issue the Conservatives 
will have a new leader and the country another Prime 
Minister to try and resolve Brexit and the mess the 
country finds itself in.

The POA is improving its technology and as part of that 
the website will be revamped to make it more accessible 

and easier for members to navigate as part of the NEC 
communications strategy.

The POA will also be conducting national elections,  
use your vote and make sure you have your say in 
democracy.

Finally, I want to thank Helen for all her hard work 
behind the scenes to get the magazine out to you all.
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‘BORN FROM PASSION
DESIGNED FOR PERFORMANCE’

PATROL BOOTS
BLUELINE

PATROL  8” BOOT PATROL  8” SIDE ZIP PATROL  6” BOOT

Code:
BLD05

Code:
BLD06

Code:
BLD07

ONLY

£49.96
ONLY

£55.00
ONLY

£45.00

Leather and nylon upper that looks great
and feels good to wear
Moisture wicking lining to keep your feet
feeling dry during long shifts
Shock absorbent and lightweight midsole,
slip and abrasion resistant outsole
Metal detector friendly hardware, perfect
for airport & prison personnel
Strong cored lace

Black leather and nylon upper with a
leather padded top collar for a snug fit
Black lining that wicks moisture away to
keep your feet dry all day
Shock absorbent and lightweight midsole,
slip and abrasion resistant outsole
Security portal friendly footwear, perfect
for airport, prison etc. staff
YKK side zippers

Leather upper with nylon panels, snug
top collar to keep the weather out
Moisture wicking lining that keeps your
feet comfortable and dry
Shock absorbent and lightweight midsole,
slip and abrasion resistant outsole
Undetectable in electronic security
environments e.g. airports
6 inch ankle height

AVAILABLE TO PRE-ORDER
STOCK DUE IN AUGUST 2019

AVAILABLE TO PRE-ORDER
STOCK DUE IN AUGUST 2019

EARN REWARD POINTS
ONLINE NOW

SAVING MONEY
COULDN’T BE EASIER

ORDER YOUR
BROCHURE NOW

OR LOG ON TO
WWW.NITON999.CO.UK

NOW AVAILABLE FROM
WWW.NITON999.CO.UK

CALL US: 01293 549 858         EMAIL US: SALES@NITON999.CO.UK

Stop 
Press

We are looking to introduce a legal surgery/advice page within Gatelodge going 
forward. Are you interested?

Please send legal queries of a general nature to helen@poauk.org.uk  We will 
publish your query and response in the next appropriate issue.

Obviously, this does not replace the Thompsons Freephone numbers Crime: 
0800 587 7530 PI: 0800 587 7515 or employment requests under the Legal 

Aid Handbook. 

These pages will be used to inform members on legal queries  
of a general nature. 

The Insurance Emporium is a trading name of The Equine and Livestock 
Insurance Company Limited - registered o�  ce: Thorpe Underwood Hall, 
Ouseburn, York, YO26 9SS - registered in England & Wales no: 294940. 

*When insuring more than one pet. ◆Terms & conditions apply. Applies to 
new policies only. O� er ends 01/09/2018 and can be used with 

introductory discount.

4 weeks ree ◆

Enter special promo code:POA

     
     E X T R A

Up   30% discount 
on Pet Insurance!*

STOP BY THE EMPORIUM TODAY
theinsuranceemporium.co.uk/POA

or call 03300 242 866
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National Chair

Focus on the positives
Unions must be seen as part of the solution not the problem

A
s another Annual Conference ends it 
is important that we focus on the 
positives and move 
forward in unity.  

It was a very active conference 
that enabled the NEC and its 
membership to confront issues 
and ‘put them to bed.’  
I personally feel that we can 
now all move forward in unity 
to achieve conference policy and 
improve the working lives of all 
POA members.

In order to achieve conference 
policy NEC officials work behind 
the scenes both with the employer and political 
parties to reach agreements. It would be a disservice to the 
membership if we ignored pledges from political parties if those 
pledges make the terms and conditions of POA members more 
palatable. Until conference decrees otherwise it is important 
that we keep that open dialogue progressing. It is more 
important than ever that in the present political climate  
the POA remain politically astute in order to achieve 
conference policy.

WE CONTINUE TO PUSH FOR PAVA
The roll out of PAVA has now gathered pace. The recent legal 
challenge has been stayed due to the Equalities and Human Rights 
Commission accepting the employer’s new guidance. It seems odd 
that in the middle of a 28-day consultation period about that new 
guidance, the employer has given the impression that the guidance 
has all been agreed. Nothing could be further from the truth. We 
await developments with amusement, but one thing is for certain, the 
roll out will continue and the POA will hold the employer to account and 
act if they attempt to stall.

This has only been possible because of our ‘ticking clock’ and the 28-
day notice. Within the space of 28 days we were furnished with a timetable 
for the training of staff and the next batch of prisons to get PAVA. I thank you 
for your support.

The indicative ballot members 
held will be a clear indication to 

Mark Fairhurst
National Chair
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National Chair

HMPPS that ‘enough is enough’ and if they don’t start to listen  
and act, we will unite and ensure our health and safety at work  
is protected.

As the year progresses we have many important negotiations to 
facilitate. We await the latest pay award. HMP Birmingham returns 
to the public sector. We have plans to negotiate a new disputes 
resolution procedure that includes binding arbitration.  
We enter negotiations into the problems surrounding our 
disciplinary procedures and there are plans to discuss Advanced 
Prison Officers and pensionable overtime. Of course, we will 
continue to press for collective bargaining rights over pay and force 
the retirement age issue with government. Maybe the outcome of 
the FBU and judges’ case will ultimately dictate that the government 
were in fact wrong to change our pension scheme, discriminated 
against us and now have to admit their mistake and rectify it.

PRISONS AT RISK
There have been some interesting press reports of late, in particular 
surrounding events at Gartree and Winchester. At these two prisons 
imitation firearms were either found or suspected of being used. 

Gartree has a full lock down search whilst Winchester carries 
on as normal! Then we have the report in several 

papers that prisoners at Winchester have broken 
out of cells by making a hole in the wall, only for 
the MOJ to deny this ever happened, despite that 
POA having irrefutable evidence that it happened 
numerous times and has been reported to the 
SMT! I wonder if the MOJ spokesperson will be 
disciplined for telling blatant lies?

As the year progresses, I have many invites 
to attend branch meetings so please keep the 
invites coming in. I like nothing more than 
getting around branches, conversing with 
members and being open and honest  

with them.
To those staff suffering from the 

aftermath of assaults, please do not 
suffer in silence and seek support. I wish 

you all well and keep safe.

This has only been possible because of our 
‘ticking clock’ and the 28-day notice



General Secretary

Conference in Action
This year’s Annual Conference was memorable for a number  

of reasons as we celebrated our 80th anniversary

R
eaders of the Gatelodge magazine will know, by the 
time this article is published, that the POA Annual 
Conference has set its policies in place for the 
Executive to work on throughout the year and the NEC 

will take forward the work that has been set by our ruling body, 
the delegates at Conference.

This being our 80th Anniversary a special mention must be made to 
Finlay Spratt, Honorary Life Member, who was awarded the MBE this 
year. Finlay Spratt was not just an outstanding Chairman in Northern 
Ireland, but he championed prison officers and their families and 
made sure as best he could that they were supported at work and 
away from the workplace to ensure safety was always a priority. The 
complex and unique history of the Northern Ireland Prison Service 
must be set in context of the civil unrest in Northern Ireland over the 
last 40 years. Finlay Spratt MBE and Honorary Life Member of the 
POA had the vision after the Good Friday Peace Agreement that the 
widows/widowers needed support on an ongoing basis and he along 
with June Robinson Area Secretary for Northern Ireland and with the 
support of the NEC set up the Northern Ireland Prison Service Trust. 

Finlay is the current Chairman of the Trust and June is the 
Secretary to the Trust. So, what exactly does the Trust do?

PRISON SERVICE TRUST NI
The Trust was established in 2002 and started operating in 2003 
in order to address the needs of the wider Prison Service family in 
Northern Ireland especially for the widows/widowers, dependents 
of murdered staff, dependents of those who have died in service, 
medically retired staff and the dependents of medically retired staff. 
The tremendous support network that is available through the Trust 
is immense and no one should ever doubt the incredible work and 

resilience of Finlay Spratt MBE and June Robinson over the years 
to make it such a success. It was therefore fitting that on our 80th 
Anniversary that two of the widows Mary and Moira addressed our 
Conference. Their stories were extremely sad and at the same time 
heart-warming as they knew the value of the support mechanism 
that was hard fought for and will hopefully continue for many years 
with the correct support not just for Finlay and June and all those 
that give up their time on a voluntary basis but through direct 
support from the POA.

Finlay Spratt thoroughly deserves the MBE not just for his 
service to the Northern Ireland Prison Service 
and indeed his astonishing record protecting 
members in Northern Ireland and indeed 
their families but for the work over the 
years for the Trust. Very well done Finlay 
you thoroughly deserve the recognition 
of such an award and hopefully you will 
continue in the Trust for many years to 
come doing what you do best supporting 
those who need help.

NEXT STEPS
Conference also gave us the opportunity to 
discuss and debate in a healthy manner the 
future of our Trade Union. The Cuffe Report 
was passed by Annual Conference. It contained 
many recommendations and now the hard work 
will continue to ensure that reports will be ready 
for our ruling body which of course is Annual 
Conference to action any pieces of work that 



General Secretary

require rule changes. Like everything in life change is always treated 
with suspicion but I am sure everyone has the same focus in making 
the POA fit for the future so that it goes from strength to strength 
for future generations. I want the POA to be a campaigning union 
not just a servicing union. The POA have always been a campaigning 
union and that needs to continue. We are a small specialist trade 
union and it is often said by external commentators that we punch 
above our weight. Since 1994 we have been stripped of our basic 
fundamental human rights “the right to strike”. Quite rightly that 
remains a key objective in our policies and indeed in our rules and 
constitution to obtain that right which may assist us going forward 
in the future. It is therefore absolutely correct that we engage 
wholeheartedly with all politicians of every party to make sure that 
we are addressing our key objectives such as restoration of trade 
union rights, stopping privatisation, getting a decent pension age and 
decent pay and terms and conditions through collective bargaining. 
At present our negotiations continue and we will hold politicians 

accountable for actioning any pledges given to us whether it is an 
opposition party or indeed the party that is in Government.

DEMOCRACY AND LEADERSHIP
Not everyone who is a POA member will agree with the 
methods that the Executive use or indeed myself as General 

Secretary. I wish to make it abundantly clear leadership is not just 
about telling people what they want to hear to be popular. 

Leadership is about saying it as it is and engaging with 
everyone irrespective of who the individuals are or 

indeed who the organisations are. It would be far 
easier just to stay under the radar and not do or 
say anything controversial, but I am afraid that 
is not leadership. Personally, I believe and have 
always believed the POA needs to build bridges 
with all political parties and other organisations 
as to stop engaging means we only talk to 
ourselves and that cannot be an option. To 
get what we want to make the lives of our 
members and their families better we need 

to engage with everywhere without restriction 
and also be pragmatic. I firmly believe the POA will 

be successful in many of our aims and objectives, but 
we need to be clear about our strategies so that all our 

members embrace and engage in the process. The restrictions on our 
union such as the right to take legitimate industrial action and the 
restriction on facility time for our officials makes things extremely 
difficult but not impossible. I recognise throughout Britain and 
Northern Ireland we have many dedicated local officials who  
give up their own time because they totally believe in justice in  
the workplace. Together we can achieve we just need to believe  
in ourselves.

Steve Gillan
General Secretary

MARY & MOIRA WITH MARK FAIRHURST

FINLAY SPRATT, JUNE ROBINSON 
& CLIENTS OF THE NI PRISON SERVICE TRUST
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General

POA’s 80th Annual  
Conference

POA celebrate 80th anniversary  
with officials from throughout the UK & NI

CONFERENCE MOOD
As always, the conference floor was buzzing as delegates moved 
motions, putting forward strong points.

The POA National Chair Mark Fairhurst gave a passionate opening and 
closing address to conference again identifying the positives that the 
POA has achieved. 

Steve Gillan General Secretary set out the financial position of the 
union whilst moving the unions accounts leaving no stone unturned. He 
engaged in some passionate debates and I think it would be fair to say 
conference ended on a positive report.

We had fraternal greetings from Chris Donovan Honorary Life Member 
and John Clinton General Secretary of the Southern Irish POA.

VIOLENCE IN THE WORKPLACE
The debate on violence was without doubt the most passionate and 
heartfelt I have listened to in 32 conferences. Richard Vince from HMPPS 
was at the back of the hall taking copious notes on the issues POA 
members face no matter where they work. We can only hope positive 
action comes from this.

DISPOSAL OF CONFERENCE MOTIONS
The Pat Cuffe report was accepted and the work to restructure the union 
will be taken forward, other motions will now be progressed through the 
appropriate Whitley Committee or the NEC.

RECOGNITION OF BRAVERY,  
COMMITMENT AND DEDICATION
This year the awards presentation speeches demonstrated the 
commitment of local POA officials, the bravery of POA members and 
dedication of POA members towards colleagues, friends and family. 
The recipients of the following received standing ovations and Kez, the 
husband of Cheryl, brought tears to delegates eyes as he explained 
the hours when he didn’t know if his wife would survive having been 
crushed in the gate at New Hall prison. 

The March and Rally in 2019 was part of the campaign to restore your 
rights to work in a safe place, reduce your pension age to 60 and bring 
justice to those who suffer at the hands of an uncaring employer.

Unity is strength but, decency in the workplace should be a given.
I urge all members to look at the conference motions and consider 

what you can do to improve your union. You may recruit a member, 
contact your MP, or support a colleague, every little helps in making the 
POA stronger.

We need to make sure the Government and employers know that 
we will not allow the health and safety of members to be ignored. We 
demand safety and protection.

FRINGE MEETINGS
The following fringe meetings took place at Annual Conference:
n Social Media - Thompsons Solicitors
n Role of Safety Representative/VDT
n Justice for Columbia
n Police Credit Union
n NPS
n The Principles of Employment Law & PI Claims - Thompsons Solicitors
n National Committee for Private Sector Services
n Misconduct in a Public Office – Thompsons Solicitors

Thanks to all those who attended, sponsored and organised the  
fringe meetings.

MABEL HEMPTON AWARDS

DANIELLE SHOOTER HMP NEW HALL

TREVOR LAMBERT HMP NEW HALL

AIDAN HOPSON    HMP NEW HALL

VICKY GREEN HMP NEW HALL

CRONIN CLASP AWARDS

JACQUELINE BATES      HMP BUCKLEY HALL 

NICK CARDY                RAMPTON SPECIAL HOSPITAL 

MICHAEL DEVEREAUX HMP LIVERPOOL 

DAVID EADIE               HMP GLENOCHIL 

JAMES FREEBURN      HMP GLENOCHIL 

CLIVE FISHER              HMP SWANSEA 

PETE KILLEEN               HMP ALBANY  

TOMMY TRAYNOR       HMP BELMARSH  

HEALTH & SAFETY AWARD

ALAN FERGUSON            HMP MAGHABERRY 

SHANNON TRUST AWARD

ROGER STEGGLES HMP WAYLAND



AD SPACE
The POA is the Union for You, 
together we are stronger.
We can make a difference and
Improve your working conditions.

Join the 
POA today
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The Professional Trades Union for Prison,
Correctional and Secure Psychiatric Workers

Conference Motions
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Conference Motions

RULES AND CONSTITUTION 

1

  
 Amend Rule 6.3 to include; (f) are entitled to remain 
in Conference during a closed session for delegates.
DURHAM

CARRIED, STANDING ORDERS

2

 Amend Rule 6.3 to include; (f) are entitled to remain in 
Conference during a closed session for delegates
NEC

FALLS

3

 New Rule 10.10 (a) The Unions Legal Providers will be 
subject to a tendering process and appointed subject 
to a workplace ballot of the affected members in 
accordance with Rule 25.
BARLINNIE

WITHDRAWN

4

 New Rule 10.10 (b) The Unions Legal Providers are subject 
to a five-year review by the NEC and if the membership 
decide a change is proposed this will be conducted in 
accordance with the Unions Policy and Rules.
BARLINNIE

WITHDRAWN

5

 New Rule 12.7 (f) 
That Conference accepts any motion outlining a “Vote of 
no Confidence”.
BARLINNIE

LOST

6

 Amend Rule 12.13 and delete the word membership 
after branch on the second line.
FELTHAM

LOST

7

 Delete Rule 16.3 (a), (b), (c), (d) and any references to 
the Relief Fund under Rule 16.1.
NEC

CARRIED, STANDING ORDERS

8

 Amend Rule 20.2 (d) to include: or to cover short- or 
long-term absences, for example; suspension, maternity 
or disability leave.
SUDBURY

CARRIED, STANDING ORDERS

HEALTH AND SAFETY 

9

 
 Conference debates the current levels of violence 
across the Prison Estate.
SUDBURY

DEBATE

9a

 That Conference accepts that the recent spate of serious 
assaults against staff at a number of establishments 
demonstrate that prisons are still not safe despite 
HMPPS and Government claiming otherwise. 

 Conference recognise the consequences of violence 
and direct the NEC to take legal action to ensure the 
Secretary of State, HMPPS and Government provide a 
safe workplace where all POA members work.
NEC
 

CARRIED, HEALTH & SAFETY WHITLEY

10

 That Conference instructs the NEC to campaign for with all 
Public Servants and Unions affected by the Government 
austerity cuts, which has reduced funding, contributed to 
increased violence and operational pressures.
HEWELL

LOST

11

 Conference to direct the NEC in gaining Baton’s 24/7 
to protect our members Health & Safety due to the 
escalating levels of violence and incidents in the prison 
estate including the Private Sector, Open Estate and YJB.
SUDBURY

CARRIED, HEALTH & SAFETY WHITLEY

12

 Following HMPPS allowing staff working in the Open Estate 
to carry batons on nights.  We mandate the NEC to engage 
with HMPPS to permit the Open Estate to carry them 24/7, 
discussions to continue until this objective is achieved.
FORD

FALLS

13

 Conference recognises for the POA to be effective in Health 
and Safety it needs more than just a strong membership within 
the workplace, it needs a robust Health and Safety Structure 
throughout the Union. Therefore, Conference authorises the 
NEC to increase the Health and Safety Consultative Committee 
to two members responsible for each area.
 It will be the responsibility of the Area NEC Rep along with the 
Chair of the H&S Whitley Committee to appoint from those 
candidates who express an interest in the post.

 The appointment is to be for 5 years after which the position 
will be re advertised within area.

 The minimum requirement for this position would be the TUC 
Diploma in Health and Safety or equivalent.

 A Health and Safety Circular to be introduced for action by the 
Union’s Health and Safety Reps.

NEC

CARRIED, NEC
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Conference Motions

14

  
 POA to employ its own in house full time qualified 
and competent in house health and safety 
representative.
HUNTERCOMBE

WITHDRAWN

15

 POA deliver its own in house health and safety 
course for all POA trade union health and safety 
representatives.
HUNTERCOMBE

WITHDRAWN

16

 Conference instruct the NEC to engage with HMPPS 
and ensure that all healthcare providers are required 
to offer medical assistance to all staff whilst at work 
as part of their contract and not just prisoners.
LIVERPOOL

CARRIED, NEC

17

 That the POA mandates the employer to provide 
a health check policy following any PS incident 
involving staff feeling unwell due to exposure.
WYMOTT

CARRIED, HEALTH & SAFETY WHITLEY

17a

 Following the publication of HMPPS Policy on 
voluntary testing of staff, Conference instructs the 
POA to fund testing into members exposure levels 
to all airborne chemicals and contaminants resulting 
from the use of NPS within our Jails
WYMOTT

CARRIED, NEC

18

 That Conference instruct the NEC to pursue 
Governing Governors through the Courts when a 
breach of Health and Safety Legislation has occurred 
in accordance with the Unions Rules and Constitution.
WYMOTT

CARRIED, NEC

19

 The NEC to negotiate with the employer to issue utility 
belts for all operational staff as a matter of urgency to 
ensure the health and safety of our members.
WORMWOOD SCRUBS

WITHDRAWN

AWARDS

20

 Conference awards Duncan Keys Assistant General 
Secretary Honorary Life membership.
NEC

CARRIED, NEC

21

 Conference awards Tony Stocks Honorary Life 
membership.
NEC

CARRIED, NEC

21a

 Conference awards Stuart Simpson Honorary Life 
Membership.
NEC

CARRIED, NEC

SPECIAL HOSPITALS AGM

22

 
 Conference accepts that the staffing levels in our 
secure hospitals need to be increased due to the 
levels of violence and workloads. 
RAMPTON

CARRIED, NEC

23

 In light of the recent announcement by the Prime 
Minister that the NHS budget is to be increased, 
Conference mandate the NEC to enter into urgent 
negotiations with the Health Minister to secure 
additional funding to increase the local budget and 
staffing levels in all our secure hospitals.
RAMPTON

CARRIED, NEC

MATTERS AFFECTING THE UNION

24

 Conference to debate 6/2019 which is designed to 
protect and support members who have suffered a 
detriment due to P.S.I 6/2010.  
LIVERPOOL

DEBATE

25

 That Conference condemns the NEC over the use of PSI 
06/2010 as an instruction to implement POA Circular 
6/2019.
HEWELL

LOST

26 Motion 26 was moved to 40a 
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Conference Motions

27

  
 That Conference holds a vote of confidence in the 
current NEC to establish if the membership has their 
confidence.
WYMOTT

CARRIED, DISPOSED OF AT CONFERENCE

28

 Conference instructs the NEC that due to the current 
climate that whenever a member is subject to a 
disciplinary hearing and the box for dismissal is ticked 
that that member is represented by an NEC Official.
THE VERNE

LOST

29

 POA Conference hold a vote of no confidence is 
held on the POA legal aid committee and its current 
functional process.
HUNTERCOMBE

WITHDRAWN

30

 That this NEC look into the feasibility of setting a time 
limit of 3 years to deal with motions that have been 
passed at Conference. This will stop any motions still 
being outstanding and not dealt with after this period.
PARKHURST

WITHDRAWN

31

 If a Conference Motion is not achieved by its tenth 
anniversary it should be removed from the policy of 
the Union and placed into the archive document, the 
reason why it has not been achieved to be explained 
on a circular to the membership.
NEC

CARRIED, STANDING ORDERS

32

 For the NEC to provide details of when Mr Cuffe 
was first appointed to act for the POA in regards to 
restructuring of this Union as the Feltham branch 
understand he was first approached and appointed in 
April 2018..
FELTHAM

EXPLANATION 

33

 The NEC direct that Conference considers the 
contents of the Pat Cuffe report and present it to 
their respective branches to gain direction and to 
decide if recommended changes are necessary as per 
Conference Paper 1 2018.

 A Special Delegates Conference, as per Rule 12.2, 
will be called no later than November 2019 in order 
to debate the recommendations contained within 
the Pat Cuffe report.
NEC

LOST

34

  
 That Conference Endorse the “Cuffe” report in its entirety.
NEC

CARRIED, NEC

35

That Conference Endorse the “Cuffe” report in its entirety.
NEC

FALLS

36

 That Conference accept Conference Paper 1 Retired 
Members.
NEC

CARRIED, NEC

37

 Conference accept Conference Paper 2 in relation to 
increase in subscriptions.
NEC

LOST

38

 That there is an increase in monthly subscriptions for all 
members of this Union who pay subs to be set by this NEC 
of no less than £2 per month to insure the future financial 
stability of this Union.
PARKHURST

LOST

39

 Conference instruct the NEC to explain the reason for 
the lay members of the Executive Committee to vote 
themselves employees of the POA.
ELMLEY

EXPLANATION 

40

 Conference instruct the NEC to explain the future 
financial implications, that the members will have to 
bear (after the lay members of the Executive Committee 
decided vote themselves employees of the POA) when 
HMPPS invariably cease paying salaries and granting 
facility time to POA employees.
ELMLEY

EXPLANATION
 

40A

Conference hold a vote of confidence in the NEC.
ELMLEY

FALLS 

41

 For the NEC to instruct the legal team to start legal 
proceedings against the employer for breach of our 
employment rights in relation to protected meal breaks in 
line with the legal challenge from the NHS.
WORMWOOD SCRUBS

WITHDRAWN
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Conference Motions

42

  
 That Conference instruct the NEC to identify annually over 
the last 4 years legal cases that have been below the 50 
per cent threshold that have been pursued by the NEC 
on principle against legal advice either by Thompsons or 
Barristers and the costs, successes, losses, to be identified 
on a case by case basis along with benefits of pursuing 
such cases for the whole membership. If this motion 
is accepted by Conference then a report to be sent to 
branches by no later than 1st September 2019.
WHITEMOOR

EXPLANATION
 

43

 For the NEC to instruct the legal team to issue a 21 day 
notice of intention to take legal action against HMPPS 
for non-payment of wages in line with Berryman case 
which was won in 2016.  Further to this that the legal 
team instruct the employer that 8 per cent interest will 
be added plus court courts to every individual claim.
WORMWOOD SCRUBS

WITHDRAWN

43a

 WAS APPEAL 7
 Conference instructs the NEC to demand a Judicial 
Review of current Health and Safety provisions in 
regards to Staff within our jails.
WYMOTT

LOST

44

 Any member/s who plead guilty to any criminal offence 
and the POA are providing financial support shall have 
this withdrawn immediately from the date their plea is 
lodged at the Court or an admission indicated.
AYLESBURY

LOST

45

 NEC explain to Conference Rule 10.9 of the POA Rules and 
Constitution and to who this rule affects.
BARLINNIE

EXPLANATION

46

 The POA NEC are to apply annually, starting in 
2019, to HMRC in order to be included on the list of 
professional bodies approved for tax relief.

  When the POA NEC receive the decision from HMRC it 
is to be distributed to all POA members via Circular.

 the 2019 application is unsuccessful then the NEC will 
apply annually until successful.
DARTMOOR

CARRIED, NEC

47

  
 That Conference mandate all local POA committees to 
provide weekly reports to the General Secretary via a 
dedicated email address, identifying all serious incidents. 
This will provide the NEC with hard data to challenge the 
employer over the current inadequate reporting systems.
DURHAM

CARRIED, NEC
 

48

 Conference note that only the National Chairman 
and General Secretary produce a weekly diary that is 
published on the website. In the interests of transparency 
Conference instruct all elected National officials to 
produce a weekly diary that is published on the members 
only access to the POA website.
WHITEMOOR

CARRIED, NEC

49

 That the NEC supply an annual diary in the same style as 
the PGAs.
FORD

LOST

50

 Conference mandate the NEC to ensure the POA Diary 
is produced and distributed to branches and members 
by the end of September of the year prior to the diary 
beginning. 
WHITEMOOR

CARRIED, NEC

51

 The Feltham branch seeks Conference support to 
formalise area meetings to ensure that they take place 
as a priority, these meetings ensure branch members 
are kept up to date and affording the benefits of 
representatives networking.  The NEC should seek 
appropriate agreement on area meetings to ensure 
facility time is agreed or where this is not possible seek 
assurances from HMPPS that TOIL or leave will be granted 
to ensure attendance. 
FELTHAM

WITHDRAWN

52

 Conference instructs the NEC to improve and develop 
Circulars that are sent out to Branches. Often Circulars are 
difficult to understand, we request that in future all Circulars 
are written in plain English, contain as little jargon as possible 
and transparent in which areas of the POA they involve.
NORTHUMBERLAND

CARRIED, NEC

53

 Conference instructs the NEC to explore the use of 
technology, including electronic voting, in carrying out work 
place ballots, especially Branch elections to maximise turn 
out, interest and modernise the current outdated system.
NORTHUMBERLAND

CARRIED, NEC
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Conference Motions

54

  
 That Conference instructs that all routine branch 
correspondence, such as membership, finance and legal, 
be sent by email rather incurring postage costs.
HEWELL

CARRIED, NEC
 

55

 Conference mandate the NEC to stop the Annual 
Workplace Ballot in regard to the PSPRB Annual Award.
WHITEMOOR

CARRIED, NEC

56

 That Conference rescinds Motion 30/2007, that the POA 
carries out Workplace Ballots on any future Pay Review 
Body Recommendations.
FRANKLAND

FALLS

57

 Conference accept that RMPs have had a positive impact 
on the Health and Safety of POA members and that this 
positive impact must be also afforded to our members in 
the private estate, Conference instruct the NEC to seek 
the roll out of RMPs in the private estate.
SUDBURY

CARRIED, NEC

58

 Conference debates the current restrictions on our local 
POA Committee structure.
SUDBURY

DEBATE

59

 That this NEC use the Court Injunction imposed on this 
Union against the employer when members of this 
Union are not able to abide by the Injunction due to 
Governors incompetence.
PARKHURST

WITHDRAWN

61

 
 POA NEC to request with HMPPS that all operational staff 
that are on external escorts or bed watches wear body 
worn cameras.
HUNTERCOMBE

WITHDRAWN
 

62

 That Conference instructs the NEC to address with 
the employer the issue that assaults on staff, including 
‘potting’ and ‘spitting’ are no longer considered to be 
serious assaults.
HEWELL

CARRIED, SECURITY & CUSTODY WHITLEY

SECURITY AND CUSTODY

60

 To reduce violence and the known threat of ‘spice’ 
to staff, the NEC are instructed by Conference to 
seek a legislation change in regards to searching 
Rule 39 correspondence to prisoners.
THE VERNE

CARRIED, SECURITY & CUSTODY WHITLEY

OPERATIONS

63

 That Conference debate the impact Prison 
Reform and Government Policy is having on POA 
members.
NEC

DEBATE

64

 To reduce violence and the threat of spice, the NEC 
negotiate that all prisoners are returned into prison 
clothing until such time this huge problem is under 
control.
THE VERNE

CARRIED, OPERATIONS WHITLEY

65

 Conference instructs the NEC to negotiate that the 
employing of all wing based jobs for prisoners are now 
allocated by operational wing staff once cleared by the 
appropriate department.
THE VERNE

CARRIED, OPERATIONS WHITLEY

66

 Conference to accept that the Open Estate is just as 
important as other categories of prisons and requires 
recognition and deliberation when implementing 
polices.
SUDBURY

CARRIED, OPERATIONS WHITLEY

67

 Conference instruct the NEC to gain key workers 
or equivalent profiled time for the open estate to 
accommodate the rehabilitative culture.
SUDBURY

CARRIED, OPERATIONS WHITLEY
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Conference Motions

67a

Was Appeal 10
 Can the NEC Explain what protection will be afforded 
to the Band 4 O/S in the Open/Female Estate with 
the implementation of OMiC, as information from 
the NEC states that we will not receive the same 
protection as the Closed estate Band 4 O/S.
FORD

EXPLANATION 

68

  
 That the NEC actively engages with HMPPS to remove 
the OSG grade from working in Segregation units in the 
night state, as per the provisions of PSI 42/1997 which 
clearly state that “ Duties which are not consistent with 
the role of the Operational Support Grade are those 
which require higher levels of security training, planned 
use of force (C&R) and the higher levels of inter-personal 
skills, for which Officers are specifically trained.” 
BEDFORD

CARRIED, OPERATIONS WHITLEY

 

72

  
 That Conference condemns HMPPS on the way our 
members exit the Service under IHR and enter into 
discussions to rectify this.
FRANKLAND

CARRIED, NEC

 

73

 For the NEC to negotiate an extra payment for OSGs 
carrying out skilled task which require them to pass an 
examination for example control room trained OSGs. 
For all OSGs carrying out extra duties to also receive this 
payment including care team, youth justice foundation 
degree etc.
FELTHAM

CARRIED, HR WHITLEY

74

 POA NEC to request with HMPPS to pro-actively increase 
recruitment of former armed forces staff.
HUNTERCOMBE

WITHDRAWN

75

 For the NEC to formally challenge the vetting process 
currently in place by HMPPS, ensuring that all staff 
working in Prison Establishments are correctly vetting 
before taking up employment.
FELTHAM

CARRIED, HR WHITLEY

EQUALITIES

69

 

 Conference accepts the membership of the POA 
has changed and has become more diverse and 
needs to re organise our Equalities Consultative 
Committee to ensure we continue to influence 
change for our members.

 Therefore, Conference instructs the NEC to 
disband the current Equalities Consultative 
Committee and replace it with the following 
Consultative Committees;

 • Womens Consultative Committee 
• Black Workers Consultative Committee 
• Disabled Workers Consultative Committee 
• LGBT+ Consultative Committee  
• Young Members Consultative Committee

 The Committee would be made up from members 
from within the trade union to assist the NEC with 
matters on equalities.
NEC

WITHDRAWN

HR

70

 That Conference instructs the NEC to seek a 
change to the current Code of Conduct and 
Discipline Policy to include an Independent Appeal 
Authority from the employer.
DURHAM

LOST

71

 That Conference instructs the NEC to seek a 
change to the current Code of Conduct and 
Discipline Policy to include an Independent Appeal 
Authority from the employer.

 Further to this the NEC to enter into urgent 
discussion with HMPPS, using all means possible, 
to ensure that properly trained mental health 
professionals are appointed at every Region/
establishment to properly monitor and directly 
address the issues to staff mental health.

BEDFORD

CARRIED, NEC
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Conference Motions

76

 POA NEC to request and engage with HMPPS that 
a review is carried out on the current uniform and 
HMPPS is to provide an alternative uniform that is 
suitable and fit for purpose.
HUNTERCOMBE

WITHDRAWN

77

 That the NEC negotiates the issue of an additional “soft 
style” uniform (polo shirts & DST cargo trousers) for 
unified grades to wear with MoJ.
FORD

LOST

78

 That Conference instructs the NEC to engage with 
HMPPS and seek changes to the current payments 
for overtime, Payment Plus, Tornado and other paid 
additional hours. Furthermore, Conference direct the 
NEC to seek a base rate of £25 for operational band 
2’s and associated grades and £40 for operational 
bands 3 to 5 inclusive and associated grades.
HUNTERCOMBE

WITHDRAWN

79

  
 That the NEC negotiate for a compensation package 
for POA members who don’t receive their pensions 
on time upon retirement or partial retirement.
FRANKLAND

WITHDRAWN
 

80

 That POA conference instruct the POA NEC to engage 
in constructive negotiations with HMPPS to review and 
implement fair and equal pay for all operational staff.
HUNTERCOMBE

WITHDRAWN

81

 Conference reaffirm the Unions policy to scrap the annual 
staff fitness test as it is not fit for purpose.
LIVERPOOL

CARRIED, HR WHITLEY

82

 Conference instructs the NEC to engage with HMPPS 
to seek changes to the current promotion policy 
and procedures, so that experience, knowledge and 
service is considered when selecting candidates. This 
would help to eradicate the bias, discrimination and 
nefarious intent which is inherent in the Service and 
more so with some managers.
LIVERPOOL

CARRIED, HR WHITLEY

83

 Conference to direct the NEC to address the antiquated 
amount of Travel & Subsistence, and uplift the Travel & 
Subsistence through any means of negotiation through 
joint venture with the TUC and consultation with the 
HMRC to gain a more realistic amount for our members 
and to report back to Conference 2020 if not before.
SUDBURY

CARRIED, HR WHITLEY

84

 That Conference instructs the NEC to seek a change to the 
current grievance procedure to ensure each stage of the 
grievance is heard independently.
WHATTON

CARRIED, HR WHITLEY

85

 Conference mandate the NEC to pursue an uplift in the 
Care and Maintenance of Dog Annual Allowance.
WHITEMOOR

CARRIED, HR WHITLEY

PENSIONS

86

 The NEC provide Conference a detailed report 
back on conference motion 89/2017.
LANCASTER FARMS

REPORT BACK

REPORT BACKS

87

 For the NEC to provide a Comprehensive Report 
back on the adoption of motion 81 2018 and 
details on the steps taken to date to employ two 
people to represent the Private Sector.
FELTHAM

REPORT BACK



AD SPACE

Get in touch

GET NOTICED WITH
YOUR ADVERT HERE!

To see your advertisement in 
the leading magazine for prison 
officers, contact us today: 

jack@centuryonepublishing.uk

01727 739 196

Jack Green
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Annual Conference

Health and Safety 
Representative Award

A
lan has been on POA Committees for over 30 years’, 
serving in three establishments, HMP Belfast, Maze 
and Maghaberry.  He has been in the dog section 
for 15 years’ plus and he has completed courses in 

his own time through the Irish Congress of Trade Unions. Alan 
has also done the National Health and Safety Certificate. 

To say that Alan has taken an interest in health and safety 
is a gross understatement.  He selflessly helps colleagues in 
the aftermath of accidents and injuries and he has conducted 
innumerable sick interviews. 

He is a worthy recipient of the David Evan’s Health and Safety 
Award for all his hard work on behalf the POA. Congratulations.

L-R ALAN FERGUSON - MARK FAIRHURST

ALAN FERGUSON ADDRESSING CONFERENCE
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Annual Conference

Cronin Clasp Awards

T
he Cronin Clasp award is presented to branch 
officials who have done union work on branch 
committees for a minimum of 15 years - not 
necessarily unbroken service.

The Cronin Clasp is only presented to three qualifying 
members each year but this year there were eight worthy 
recipients. Congratulations.

Jacqueline Bates
Nick Cardy

Michael Devereaux
David Eadie

James Freeburn
Clive Fisher
Pete Killeen

Tommy Traynor

HMP Buckley Hall
Rampton Special Hospital
HMP Liverpool
HMP Glenochil
HMP Glenochil
HMP Swansea
HMP Albany
HMP Belmarsh

MICHAEL DEVEREAUX  - HMP LIVERPOOL CLIVE FISHER - HMP SWANSEATOMMY TRAYNOR - HMP BELMARSH

PETE KILLEEN - HMP ALBANY

NICK CARDY  - RAMPTON
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Annual Conference

CRONIN CLASP RECIPIENTS

CLAIRE MACINTYRE COLLECTED THE AWARDS ON BEHALF 
OF DAVID EADIE & JAMES FREEBURN - HMP GLENOCHIL

JACQUELINE BATES  - 
HMP BUCKLEY HALL
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Mabel Hempton 
Bravery Award

Annual Conference

O
n the 19th April 2018 a horrific incident 
occurred at HMP New Hall involving our 
colleague, OSG Cheryl Stronell. 

Cheryl had been working in the Gate Lock 
processing a returning ROTL prisoner when tragically she 
became trapped by the closing vehicle gate. Unable to free 
herself against the powerful hydraulics, Cheryl was at its 
mercy. With no ability to communicate to close by colleagues, 
the inquisitiveness and sixth sense of OSG Lambert made 
him return to the Gate where he saw the dreadful incident 
developing. His instincts were to raise the alarm, alert 
other colleagues and try to free Cheryl.  The immediate 

response and fast thinking professional actions of staff on 
duty that evening undoubtedly saved the life of OSG Stronell.  
Thankfully Cheryl continues to make good progress, however, 
without the brave and selfless actions of the POA members 
here today Cheryl would likely not have survived the  
horrific incident.

Cheryl’s husband Kez gave a very heartfelt and emotional 
speech to delegates at conference which didn’t leave many dry 
eyes in the hall.

Cheryl was rescued by Danielle Shooter, Trevor Lambert, Aiden 
Hopson and Vicky Green, recipients of this year’s Mabel Hempton 
Bravery Award.  Congratulations.

DANIELLE SHOOTER

TREVOR LAMBERT

KEZ, CHERYL'S HUSBAND 
ADDRESSING CONFERENCE
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KEZ & CHERYL STRONELL

Annual Conference

The qualification for recipients is those who have 
carried out “bold, brave or courageous actions” 
and are members of the union.

VICKY GREEN

DANIELLE SHOOTER

AIDEN HOPSON
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Shannon Trust -  
POA Cup Winner
The POA has supported the Shannon Trust and work  

of POA members in teaching prisoners to read 

E
very year the POA and Shannon Trust come together to 
celebrate the officers helping people in prison to learn to 
read. Over 100 officers support the work of Shannon Trust 

across England, Wales and Northern Ireland and the POA Cup is 
one way of recognising the work that they do.

This year’s prestigious cup winner is Roger Steggles from  
HMP Wayland. 

Roger was nominated by a Shannon Trust volunteer who said, 
“he is a joy to work with – always a smile, a cheery conversation 
and a cup of tea”. Roger was selected by Mark Fairhurst (National 
Chair of the POA) and Angela Cairns (Shannon Trust CEO) for 
his commitment to the scheme. He was commended for raising 

awareness of Shannon Trust throughout the prison, ensuring 
that everyone entering HMP Wayland hears about it during their 
induction. He promotes the scheme to all prison staff, with a focus 
on the workshops, and has created a "knock on the door and ask" 
culture, creating a welcoming atmosphere in the gym where much of 
the learning takes place. 

Roger was presented with the award at the POA Annual 
Conference in May, with Angela Cairns saying “Officers do an 
amazing job to support people in prison to unlock the power of 
reading. Roger is a shining example of this”. 

Congratulations Roger and thank you to all of the officers that 
support the scheme across the estate. 

Annual Conference

ANGELA CAIRNS & ROGER STEGGLES
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General

Equitable Access
How would someone who struggles with reading find  

out about Shannon Trust at your prison?

A
it the beginning of the year Shannon Trust 
launched its Strategy for 2019-21 with the first 
strand looking at equitable access to Shannon 

Trust in prisons. We wish to ensure that every prisoner 
who struggles with reading is given the opportunity to 
learn to read with a Shannon Trust prisoner Mentor.

To achieve this we are working hard to ensure that every 
prison in England, Wales and Northern Ireland has an 
active reading plan supported by our staff and volunteers. 
The hope is that no matter which establishment a person 
ends up in, they can continue to learn and progress.

We wanted to think about how potential learners who 
struggle with reading hear about the Reading Plan or 
find out how to get involved.  This can be from induction, 
Shannon Trust Mentors, libraries, education departments 
and from prison officers. 

However, getting the message across can be challenging 
when your key audience can’t read. 

Word of mouth is often the most effective way of 
getting the message out about the benefits of learning to 
read with Shannon Trust.  Celebration/information events 
highlighting progress made by both learners and mentors 
is a great way of promoting the scheme and creating 

a culture where someone may overcome their lack of 
confidence and fear to accept help. We also have regular 
spots on National Prison Radio and sponsor the popular 
Love Bug show. 

Hearing about it is one thing, but often people need 
encouragement to take part. Officers play an important role, 
which is why we regularly deliver presentations to full staff 
teams to increase awareness about Shannon Trust.  

Here are some things you can tell someone about the 
Shannon Trust Reading Plan:
n  Sessions are 1 to 1 and delivered by Shannon  

Trust Mentors
n Sessions are only 20 minutes long, 5 times per week.
n  It’s for complete beginners as well as for those who can 

read a little but want to get better.
n  There are no exams and people can improve at their  

own pace.
Shannon Trust helps almost 4000 men and women learn 

to read whilst in prison every year – yet we know we could 
be helping more.

Karen Ryan
Regional Manager – North West and North East

MORE INFO
To find out more 
information about 
Shannon Trust  
reading go to:  
w: shannontrust.org.uk
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A week in the life of
In order to highlight to the members, the levels of commitment and 
professionalism national officials display I thought it may be useful  

to highlight a typical week in my shoes

MONDAY  
My alarm awakens me at 0330 so I can hit the 
motorway early in order to get to a 10 am meeting 
at the MOJ in London. I am on the road by 0400 and 
make it just in time due to the adverse motorway 
conditions that plague us all. My meeting is finished 
by 1200 but I have several voicemails to answer 
due to a breaking story in the media. I now travel 
from opposite sides of London in order to conduct 
both TV and radio interviews. I end up conducting 
interviews for BBC, ITV, SKY and a host of radio 
stations including radio 5 live. I eventually complete 
my interviews and head to my hotel. I now have 
dozens of e mails to answer and by the time I 
complete my days work it is now 7 PM. Its been a 
tiring 15-hour day.

TUESDAY  
One of most enjoyable tasks is visiting branches and 
I set off at 0700 to get to a central London prison. 
I am welcomed by the committee and introduced 
to the governor and deputy governor. I have a tour 
of the prison and engage with dozens of members, 
happy to answer their questions and take on board 
their concerns. After a great visit I leave at 1430 and 
answer my voicemails, giving more media interviews 
about various prison stories, many of them totally 
inaccurate. I eventually arrive back at my hotel at 
1730 where I spend the next 2 hours answering e 
mails and reading important papers that can’t wait 
another day. I have some free time after 1930.

WEDNESDAY  
Today is an NEC meeting which lasts from 1000 until 
1500. I then have to travel back home in order to 
prepare for a flight the following day to Northern 
Ireland in order to conduct some important union 
business. I arrive home at 2100, and then pack another 
case for my trip and check I haven’t missed any e mails. 
Its late when I go to bed after ensuring I have not 
missed any communications.

THURSDAY  
I spend a few hours before my flight preparing my 
papers for the trip ahead and making sure I am 
well prepared. I have a midday flight and arrive in 
Belfast at 1430. Once I have checked into my hotel, 
I have a meeting at 1630. After this meeting I need 
to type up the minutes and of course I have a few e 
mails to answer and calls to return. I settle down for 
some time to myself at 8 PM.

FRIDAY 
Today will be a full day as I have several meetings 
to conduct. After my first meeting in the morning 
I spend the time prior to my afternoon meeting 
typing up the minutes and answering phone 
calls and e mails. Once my afternoon meeting is 
complete, I repeat the process and eventually end 
my day at 1700. I have a morning flight home on 
Saturday.

SATURDAY 
I arrive home at 1330 after a long week. I decide 
to spend some time relaxing. I still have things to 
complete but I decide it can wait until Sunday.

SUNDAY 
I prepare a report and ensure my e mails are up to 
date and I have not missed anything. It takes me 
about 4 hours and then I can spend some time to 
myself before the start of another busy week.

After totalling my hours work for the week, I 
discover I have worked at least 60 hours.

I am not alone in performing such a week’s work 
as this demonstrates an average working week for 
NEC officials and FTOs.

I hope this has been informative and interesting 
as well as demonstrating the levels of commitment 
ALL National Officials display on your behalf.

Mark Fairhurst
National Chair

General
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Post Bag

20th June 2019 is my last day as a Prison Officer with the SPS, this being 
after 29 years’ service. I am being medically retired as I am now unfit for 
duty due to ongoing issues with PTSD. 

I was assaulted whilst on duty in HMP Low Moss, suffering slash 
injuries to my throat/neck area. I have seen so many changes in the 
service over the years, some for the better, but the new retirement age, 
which I unfortunately would have fallen into, is utterly ridiculous. I would 
suggest that even 60 is too late!!!! 

Now I know the POA is sometimes slated by the members for not 
doing enough, but over the past 16 months I have been off work, even 
the twice I have attempted to return to my duties, the PLR'S up here in 
Scotland have been an amazing support to myself and my wife. The two 

guys at HMP Low Moss, Bob Mason and Dougie Muir and latterly at HMP 
& YOI Polmont, Eddie Cruise and Ian Beattie have bent over backwards to 
assist us. I would also like to thank the POA Welfare Fund for the rather 
generous donation, this allowed us to disappear for a week to escape 
everything after I was assaulted. 

I will be sad leaving the organisation, but I do realise now I was never 
going to return to the job I had done. I wish all my colleagues well for 
their future and for staff to stay safe when dealing with the increasing 
threat of violence we face on a daily basis. 

A huge thank you from us both.

John and Norma Leadbetter

Thank you

Colleagues, whilst we accept that many acts of violence are 
life changing, unless we highlight these nothing will change. 

Please ask members to put forward their views for inclusion in 
the Gatelodge

Help us, help you!
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Scotland

Overworked, underpaid 
and undervalued

POA members are prepared to take action to halt the decline in 
prison service pay and conditions, says Andy Hogg

D
ESPITE the Tories’ anti-trade union legislation which prevents my 
colleagues in England and Wales from taking lawful industrial action, 
the only barrier that exists in Scotland preventing Scottish prison 

officers from withdrawing their labour and bringing the prisons and court system 
to a grinding halt is the hope that common sense will prevail. 

Without doubt all public-sector workers need and deserve a pay rise — a rise 
that not only helps deal with basic inflationary pressures but also a concerted 
approach by the Scottish government to public-sector pay that provides the 
necessary funding to address the earnings lost through the years of austerity. 

Prison officers are no different. Indeed, the many years of austerity pay have 
only served to accelerate an erosion of not only pay and terms of conditions 
of service but of the recognition and regard afforded to them as to other 
disciplined uniform services. 

There has been no greater example of this in recent times than the ludicrous 
position arising from the Hutton report on public-sector pension reform in 
2011 that compels prison officers to work until the age of 68. 

HOSTILE ENVIORMENT
No-one — and certainly not my members — would deny that firefighters, 
police and the armed forces operate in very difficult circumstances and should 
rightly be able to look forward to retiring at a point in their life when they 
can look forward to a lengthy period free from the physical and mental stress 
placed upon them through their career. 

The question from my members is why, then, when prison officers are faced 
daily with having to work in an increasingly hostile environment, are they not 
considered in the same manner?

The figures don’t lie — there are increasing levels of violence shown towards 
prison officers, often as a result of prisoners crazed with the effects of the 
latest psychoactive substance, a development in custodial drug habits that is 
also seeing an adverse effect on the health of prison officers who come into 
contact with the products. 

A volatile mixture of the dangerous and the unknown, which has led to 
increasing levels of sickness absence among staff. 

If this is not a tough enough environment already, throw into the mix the 
snowballing of prisoner numbers — projected to reach 8,500 by the summer — 
and you have a perfect storm. 

There may be many reasons why the numbers look like they do — longer 
term sentences, much lower use of alternatives like tagging historical offences 
etc — but whatever the reasons, overcrowded prisons simply compound the 
difficulties faced by prison officers. 



Scotland

Staff are consumed by delivering 
the daily routine that little or no 

rehabilitation work or purposeful activity 
can be carried out, which in turn can lead to 

greater incidents of prisoner indiscipline — all of 
which adds to the pressure on staff whose morale is 

already at rock bottom.
We’re operating a “jail within a jail” was how Barlinnie in 

Glasgow was described to me by one of our members and 
when you have over 400 additional prisoners it’s easy to grasp 
the sentiment behind the exasperation.

CONSISTENT EROSION
It isn’t any wonder that our members have asked the union 
to call a special conference to demonstrate the strength of 
feeling that exists around the level of pay they command in 
comparison to other uniformed services.

As far as my members are concerned, they are the forgotten 
and are treated like the poor cousins of the uniformed services. 

They have seen a consistent erosion of not only their pay 
and conditions but their status within society as a disciplined 
uniformed service. 

Many may still believe they are a rank-and-file disciplined 
service, but the reality is they are victims of historical attempts 
to privatise prison services in Scotland and turn them into an 
Americanised correctional service — something that in fact  
has failed. 

Although the Scottish government has reversed this trend 
and openly supports public-sector provision, our members 
continue to suffer from the legacy of attempts to drive through 
private-sector pay and terms and conditions.

NO MORE WINDOW-DRESSING
The Scottish government can and must reconsider their policy 
on public-sector pay. It’s essential that it takes the opportunity 
to build upon the progress made when lifting the pay cap and 
delivers the funding necessary to begin the restoration of lost 
earnings to thousands of workers across Scotland. 

What is being made clear by my members is that they have 
had enough, they want no more window-dressing rhetoric 
which tells them there is jam tomorrow. 

The Prison Officers Association is coming to congress this 
year with a very clear message for the Scottish government — 
prison officers feel overworked, underpaid and undervalued 
and if the only way they can draw attention to their plight is to 
take action then they are clearly prepared to do this.

Andy Hogg is Assistant General Secretary of POA (Scotland)
The following article was published in the  

Morning Star on 15th April 2019.
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POAS Scottish TUC
Conference Motion 40 Public Sector Pay, TUS Conference  

Dundee 15th-17th April 2019

A
t the recent STUC conference as part of the ongoing fight to have 
our pay restored after years of austerity the following motion 
was fully supported and passed at conference

41. RESTORATION OF PRE-AUSTERITY PAY LEVELS “that this Congress 
notes that the Scottish Government’s policy on public sector pay has failed 
to take the opportunity to build upon the progress made, when lifting the 
pay cap and delivering the means necessary to begin the restoration of 
lost earnings to thousands of workers across Scotland. “Congress seeks 
the STUC General Council to expose the window dressing rhetoric of the 
Scottish Government of taking a progressive approach to pay and organise 
a coordinated campaign amongst affiliates around the restoration of pre-
austerity pay levels.” Mover: Prison Officers’ Association Scotland.

Ian Welsh from the Scottish national committee of the POAS spoke on 
the motion asking for support, where he stated the following.

 President, Congress, we are addressing you on the very serious 
issue on Public Sector pay, we welcome the opportunity to second this 
composite motion on behalf of our members here in Scotland.

Congress, Prison Officers, along with other unions have had enough 
of our pay settlement’s that have fallen way short of the RPI for years. 
Failing to restore the real term pay cuts imposed on our members. 
Imposition of very low pay increases over the last decade. This is not 
acceptable Congress.   

Prison Officers are on the brink of taking industrial action, we are 
holding a special delegate’s Conference on this matter in Southport 4 
weeks from now.  

This call was from our members in Barlinnie currently a prison that is 
housing over 500 more prisoners than its designed to hold. 

However, this call could have been from any branch in Scotland, 
Officers and staff have had enough it’s now time to take action, 
Congress we must unite and face this challenge head on.  

Right now, the Scottish Prison Service are looking at contingency 
plans for putting two prisoners in a cell designed for one prisoner, 
however the additional stress and pressures that brings for officers 
is not acceptable. It is difficult running a prison regime at the best of 
times never mind running it with double the capacity in some areas, 
it is chaos and it is a recipe for disaster. 

We have seen an increase in staff assaults, this coupled with 
the Psychoactive substance abuse currently within our prisons is 
stretching our members to breaking point. Yet our employer and 
government fail to recognise and reward our members, we don’t 
need nice words from them, Congress we demand action.   

We have held discussions with the Justice Secretary and the 
Finance Minister and in these discussion’s, we have made it 
abundantly clear what’s on offer is not good enough. We all need an 
immediate and substantial pay rise now. We must get recourse for all 
the lower paid workers we represent. We must take a United stand 
together. Now is the time Congress, let’s do this and send a clear 
message to the Government and our combined employers.

Thanks for listening, let’s unite and pass this motion, sending a 
clear message to our Government and Employers.
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HMP Shotts celebrate  
40 years service

The Shotts local branch would like to congratulate Maureen Ritchie  
on 40 years’ service with the Scottish Prison Service and 40 years as  
a union member. 

Maureen is a stalwart of this fine union and has supported the local 
branch on many occasions throughout her time. We presented her with the 
Chairman’s long service certificate and some champagne flutes, which were 
well received by her in front of a packed out boardroom.

Maureen stood with us on our day of action in freezing torrential rain 
when she had no reason to do so as she had reached the pinnacle of her 
career and only stood united with us for new staff coming into the service 
to be treated fairly with safe working practices and decent salaries.

We thank her from the bottom of our hearts for her continued support 
and are proud of her achievement to the union.

John Dickson
HMP Shotts

Scotland

SCOTTISH judges will be ordered to stop routinely sentencing offenders 
to less than a year in jail, SNP Community Safety Minister Ash Denham 
announced today.

Ms Denham made an “affirmative order” to initiate the shift, which 
will require Scottish Parliament approval, noting that short-sentence 
convicts are reconvicted nearly twice as often as those handed 
community service.

She said the new advice was “not a ban” but an extension of the 
current “presumption” against sentences of less than three months.

“Clearly prison remains the right option for those who pose a serious 
risk to public safety and sentencing decisions will remain a matter for the 
independent judiciary,” she said. “However, we want to ensure courts 
consider the most appropriate sentence in all cases and imprison people 
only when there is no suitable alternative. 

“Disruptive and counterproductive short prison sentences often lead 
to homelessness, unemployment and family breakdown — making it 
harder for people to reintegrate on release and increasing the likelihood 
that they will be drawn into a cycle of offending.”

The move was welcomed by the Prison Officers’ Association, which 
is currently balloting for industrial action in Scotland over pay. But the 
union’s assistant general secretary for Scotland Andy Hogg said there 

was more work to be done.
“This is a positive step forward and hopefully will have a significant 

impact on reoffending rates,” Mr Hogg said. “However, the Scottish 
government can’t lose sight of the fact that we are heading towards record 
numbers in prison at the moment and more needs to be done to address 
this issue and the pressure that overcrowded prisons place on staff.”

Ms Denham said the introduction of the three month curb in 2011 
had “helped achieve a 19-year low in reconviction rates,” and argued 
that “evidence shows alternatives to custody are more successful in 
supporting rehabilitation and preventing reoffending.”

Scotland’s imprisonment rate is the highest in Western Europe, 
which the Scottish government says is the result of longer minimum 
terms for life prisoners, lengthier sentences for serious crimes and a 
rise in pre-trial remand.

Community Justice Scotland operations director Bill Fitzpatrick said: 
“Evidence shows this extension could reduce offending behaviour if 
strategic support is given to local service providers and communities 
to ensure that people pay back for the harm done and the underlying 
causes of crime are addressed.

The following article was published in the Morning Star by Conrad 
Landin on 17th May 2019.

Shorter Prison Sentences?

L-R - GERRY NICOL, DEAN TOGNERI, 
MAUREEN RITCHIE AND JOHN DICKSON
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TUC Black Workers  
Conference 

Once again the POA attended the TUC Black Workers Conference 
highlighting the difficulties our members face in prisons and secure health 

care settings, whilst supporting workers rights

T
he POA delegation to the TUC Black Workers Conference, held in 
London 12th-14th April, consisted of POA Vice Chair David Todd, 
POA Equality Advisory Committee members Stewart Mclaughlin, 

Zahir Hussein, Su Gibson, Amanda Meekin and Chris Muzavazi.
The POA has added its voice to the call for an increase in the recruitment 

and promotion of Black, Asian and Minority Ethnics (BAME) to senior 
position in the public sector.  We moved a motion, presented by delegate 
Su Gibson, in which it stated its welcome of the Lammy Review (2017)  
recommendation which inter alia recommended that the prison system 
should be expected to  recruit in similar proportions to the country as a 
whole adding that  leaders of prisons with diverse prisoner populations 
should be held particularly responsible for achieving this when their 
performance is evaluated. The Lammy Review also recommended that: The 
Prison Service should set public targets for moving a cadre of BAME staff 
through into leadership positions over the next five years (recommendation 
28 and 29). 

THE LAMMY REPORT
Supporting the POA motion, Moji Johnson of the National Association 
of Schoolmasters Union of Women Teachers (NASUWT) pointed to 2018 
Government statistics which showed that of the 21 thousand prison officers 
in the country only 6% were BAME.

She said a study carried by the Prison Reform Trust a while ago found 

that BAME prison officers felt that covert and structural racism were more 
widespread causes of concern than blatant racist discrimination.  Two-thirds 
of those surveyed felt that race relations were valued in their place of work 
and nearly half believed that race relations have been improving in the 
Prison Service. Sixty-one per cent said that they had experienced direct racial 
discrimination while employed in prisons.  Black and minority ethnic (BME) 
prison staff were more likely to have experienced direct racial discrimination 
from their colleagues than from prisoners or managers.  In addition to direct 
personal experience, the BME staff surveyed saw persistent organisational 
and structural problems. Two-thirds felt that institutional racism was a 
problem in their workplace, with 15 per cent feeling that the problem was 
severe.  Over half of those who experienced racism chose not to report it.  
BME prison staff tended to turn to their colleagues for support following an 
experience of racism. About half of those who had experienced racism said 
they had received no support from RESPECT, the BME prison staff support 
network, their trade unions or from managers.

The Prison Reform Trust study reportedly found that many BME staff 
believe that subtle discrimination prevents their career development, as 
they are denied promotion. No BME staff are in managerial positions to be 
role models for new staff or on interview panels. 

She said the low number of BAME prison officers in the prison system 
where there are about 23 thousand BAME prisoners shows the much 
needed cultural understanding is limited and undervalued. 

POA DELEGATION
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Ex-prisons  
minister bottled it

Prison officers’ association conference 2019 ex-prisons  
minister ‘bottled it,’ leading trade unionist asserts

R
ORY STEWART “bottled it” 
as prisons minister, a leading 
trade unionist said today at the 

prison officers’ conference.
The Tory MP jumped ship from the 

Ministry of Justice (MoJ) earlier this 
month and now heads the overseas aid 
department.

Mr Stewart made the move as the 
clock counted down on his promise 
to improve conditions at 10 prisons 
across the country by August or face 
the sack.

Prison Officers’ Association (POA) 
national chair Mark Fairhurst said 
the ex-prisons minister had “bottled 
it and managed to crawl from under 
Theresa’s Brexit propaganda and gain a 
promotion.”

The Tory politician’s time at the MoJ 
was blighted by high levels of violence, 
drug use and self-harm across the prison estate.

Mr Fairhurst told delegates that there are now 28 assaults a day on 
prison staff.

This made Britain’s jails the “most hostile and violent workplace in 
western Europe,” he warned.

Delegates watched video evidence of horrific injuries sustained by 
officers at work, including battered eye sockets and head wounds.

The POA chief’s comments came as attacks on prison staff continue  
to make headlines.

Barely a fortnight before Mr Stewart walked out, a young HMP 
Nottingham prison guard had his throat slashed by an inmate  
with a razor.

As the Star has reported, there were multiple riots at prisons 
throughout Mr Stewart’s tenure, including at Bedford and Long Lartin, 
as well as a deluge of alarming reports from the custody watchdog.

Mr Fairhurst told conference that he hopes new prisons 
minister Robert Buckland QC “lasts longer than the previous five.”

He also demanded the retirement age for prison officers be 
reinstated to 60. It currently stands at 68.

PRIVATE PRISONS NO, PAVA YES
The POA chair vowed to continue campaigning for all prisons to be 
brought back into the public sector.

Mr Fairhurst welcomed the renationalisation of HMP Birmingham, 
which had been chaotically run by outsourcing giant G4S.

It was “absolutely shameful” that new jails to be built would be 
funded by the public sector before private companies would swoop in 
to run them for profit, he said.

He also took on critics of prison officers being given incapacitation 
spray Pava to protect themselves at work.

“We’ve got the likes of the human rights brigade and the Howard 
League [for Penal Reform] saying we don’t deserve Pava,” Mr 
Fairhurst thundered.

“Well, I say to the Howard League and the human rights brigade, 
we’ve got human rights as well — shame on you!”

“It’s a right not a privilege to be safe at work.”

Morning Star
by Phil Miller, Tuesday, May 14, 2019 
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Prison violence  
emergency

1 in 4 staff attacked trade unions issue call to arms over  
‘escalating’ crisis of a jail system in total meltdown 

A
n investigation must be launched into the “escalating health and 
safety emergency” of rising violence against prison workers, a 
coalition of nine trade unions demanded today.

The Safe Inside campaign was launched by the Joint Unions 
in Prisons Alliance (Jupa) after its survey of prison staff revealed 
shocking levels of threats and violence by inmates.

The number of attacks against prison staff is at a record level. 
10,213 attacks were recorded in 2018 — an average of almost 28 a 
day — according to the latest official figures.

Jupa, which represents the majority of staff across prisons, also 
called for tougher responses to violent incidents and a significant 
increase in the number of prison officers.

The unions — the Professional Trades Union for Prison, 
Correctional and Secure Psychiatric Workers (POA), Unite, the 
University and College Union (UCU), the Royal College of Nursing, the 
British Medical Association, the National Association of Probation 
Officers, the Public and Commercial Services Union, GMB, and Unison 
— are working on the issue together for the first time.

A survey of Jupa members — including officers, teachers, medics, 
admin workers and cleaners — revealed that over a quarter were 
victims of physical violence within the last year.

One in seven staff members who were recently attacked said they 
have been assaulted more than 10 times in the past year.

Fifty-seven per cent of those who reported an assault to their 
bosses were dissatisfied with the action taken. In a further 20 per 
cent of cases respondents said no action was taken at all.

Almost two-thirds (63 per cent) of survey respondents reported 
feeling unsafe at work in the last 12 months.

Less than 10 per cent said they believed the situation would 
improve over the next year.

More than half of respondents said they were exposed to 
psychoactive substances such as synthetic cannabinoid Spice. A Unite 
spokeswoman described the issue as “massive” but said that there is 
a risk that members of the public would underestimate its effects.

Workers exposed to the secondhand smoke in confined spaces are 
often left unable to drive home at the end of their shift, she  
told the Star.

Over a third (39 per cent) of these workers reported becoming ill as 
a result of exposure. Symptoms included light-headedness, dizziness, 
confusion and tiredness (97 per cent), nausea and vomiting (49 per 
cent), increased heart rate and blood pressure (34.5 per cent) and 

anxiety and paranoia (28 per cent).
Jupa co-chair and RCN national officer Brian Morton said: “Drug 

use is literally poisoning the atmosphere in our prisons, forcing some 
staff to carry out their duties while experiencing secondary effects.

“This is a new low in the history of our penal system and must be 
addressed as a matter of priority.”

He criticised poor reporting mechanisms for violence and failures 
to investigate its causes and consequences.

He added: “Prisons will always be tough environments, but 
violence against staff should be seen as exceptional, and always 
unacceptable.”

POA deputy general secretary Joe Simpson said politicians must 
take heed and immediate action to make prisons safer.

He said: “As this research clearly shows, all prison workers are 
currently facing an escalating health and safety emergency.

“No-one should have to go to work knowing they could be seriously 
injured — or worse — just for doing their job.”

UCU acting general secretary Paul Cottrell said it was “appalling” 
that education workers in prisons are routinely at risk of attack and 
exposure to harmful substances.

He added: “Prison educators play a vital role in rehabilitating 
offenders and should not have to run the gauntlet of violence and 
drug exposure when they go to work.”

Over a dozen cross-party MPs have tabled a parliamentary 
motion in support of the new campaign which includes a demand 
for a reversal of the dangerous cuts to prison budgets made  
since 2010.

Shadow justice secretary Richard Burgon said: “It is a damning 
indictment of the government’s failure to get a grip on violence in 
our prisons that trade unions have had to launch this coordinated 
campaign.

“Cuts to prisons staff and budgets have unleashed an epidemic 
of violence. From teachers and nurses to prison officers the level 
of violence faced by staff in prisons is simply unacceptable.

“The government needs to listen to hardworking staff who keep 
our prisons running and address this crisis with an emergency plan 
with new funds to make our prisons safe.”

Morning Star
by Lamiat Sabin
Monday, June 17, 2019 
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Attack on young 
prison officer

Razor attack on young prison guard should have  
been treated as attempted murder, poa says

A
N ATTACK on a young prison officer that left him needing 17 
stitches to his neck should be treated as attempted murder, the 
Prison Officers’ Association said today.

A 25-year-old prisoner, Michael McKenna, has been charged with 
grievous bodily harm, attempting to inflict grievous bodily harm and a 
racially aggravated public order offence.

He was accused of slashing a 23-year-old guard’s throat yesterday with 
a razor. He was due to appear at Nottingham magistrates’ court today.

The victim, who was new to the job and still in his probationary 
period, has since been released from hospital and is recovering at home, 
the POA said.

In a statement, POA national chairman Mark Fairhurst and general 
secretary Steve Gillan said: “The health and safety of our members and 
indeed those in our care is paramount.

“Government ministers must now act swiftly before we are talking 
about a death of a serving prison officer.

“The violence in our jails as identified by this horrendous attack is at 
epidemic level, and the union will not stand by and allow such attacks on 
our members.”

Reduced numbers of prison staff have caused a “serious emergency,” 

Labour’s shadow justice minister warned.
Imran Hussain MP told the Morning Star: “This is a deeply disturbing 

and violent attack that has left a new member of Nottingham prison’s 
staff badly — almost fatally — wounded and my thoughts are with him, 
his family and his colleagues as he recovers.

“This attack is sadly not an isolated incident, and it is clear there 
is a serious emergency across the whole prison estate after years of 
ideological cuts to staff and budgets by this Tory government which have 
created a huge shortage of experienced prison officers and a surge in 
violence against both staff and prisoners.

“There is no substitute for experienced officers on the balconies in our 
prisons, and the government must set out an immediate national plan to 
retain experienced prison officers and treat officers with the respect that 
they deserve.”

Prisons Minister Rory Stewart has said he will resign by mid-August if 
violence does not fall inside 10 target prisons, including HMP Nottingham.

Morning Star
by Phil Miller
Monday, April 15, 2019 
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The Valley  
Parade  
Memorial
Tournament 
 The 34th to be held since its inception at the 1985 

POA Annual Conference held on 20th/21st April 2019

A
t the start of the Tournament a 
tribute was made on behalf of 
Bradford City Council in respect 

of Colin Steel former Chairman of the POA 
(1980 – 1986) who sadly passed away on 
the 21st December 2018 at the age of 81. 
Colin was the Chairman of the POA at the 
time of the Valley Parade fire in 1985 and 
was very much instrumental in ensuring 
that the concept raised at the POA Annual 
Conference in 1985 of providing a lasting 
memorial to those who lost their lives 
through an annual Football Tournament for 
the young people of Bradford came about. 
It was Colin who met with the Lord Mayor 
of Bradford and other Civic Dignitaries in 
1985 on behalf of the POA to present the 
case for the Valley Parade Tournament as a 
memorial to those who had lost their lives in 
the fire. It was thanks to Colin that Bradford 
City Council were able to be convinced 
of the POA’s long term commitment to 
the Tournament (possibly him being a 
Bradfordian may have helped) which led to 
the first Tournament taking place in 1986. 
Although in recent years Colin had been 
unable to attend the Tournament, he still 
retained an active interest and at the time 
of his death he was still the Treasure of the 
POA’s Valley Parade Tournament Account a 
task he had undertaken for 33 years.

 SUPPORT THROUGH FOOTBALL
In attendance at the Tournament this year 
on behalf of the POA were Mark Fairhurst 
POA National Chair, Jackie Marshall NEC 
Member and former National Chairman and 
POA Honorary Life Member John Boddington 
MBE. The Tournament was once again a 
tremendous success with the weather this 
year for once being “spring-like” rather than 
the normal Easter weather experienced 
most years of rain showers and bitterly cold 
easterly winds.

While the Annual Tournament marks the 
tragic events of the 11th May 1985 and 
gives us time to reflect, remember and pay 
our respects, whilst promoting everything 
that is positive about society and our local 
communities by bringing together a diverse 
segment of our population to embrace 
togetherness and respect through sport. 
In today’s modern world the Tournament 
holds even more prestige because we can 
witness young people taking part in physical 
activity in a competitive environment. The 
POA values its long association with the 
tournament and through it the inextricable 
link we have with the City and people of 
Bradford. “Mark Fairhurst POA National Chair”  

Bradford Councils Community Sports & 

40  
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Activities Development Unit continue to take on the responsibility for 
organising and running the Tournament and our thanks go to Adrian 
Tolan, Paul Evans and the team who did a magnificent job which ensured 
that both days ran smoothly. 

The Valley Parade Memorial Tournament continues to be organised 
to remember the tragic events of the 11th May 1985 and the 56 football 
fans who lost their lives on that day. The Tournament has a dual role 
of being a memorial event that focuses on the future by giving young 
players from different backgrounds and countries the opportunity to 
compete in an arena that promotes friendship. Young people playing a 
game they love, in the right spirit is a living memorial. “Councilor Sarah 
Ferriby City of Bradford Metropolitan District Council” 

VOLUNTEERS MAKE IT HAPPEN
Once again referees from the Bradford area came forward to selflessly 
give their time over the Easter weekend to officiate in the matches as 
they have done for the past thirty-three years. For some of the younger 
referees volunteering their services however this year was their first 
experience of the Memorial Tournament and it was good to see so many 
new faces wanting to be part of the event. Some of the older referees 
have now attended the Tournament year in and year out for over twenty 
years and while their commitment to the event and the experience 
they bring is invaluable it is imperative that to ensure the future of the 
Tournament young match officials get involved. What must never  
be forgotten is that without them it would not be possible to run  
the Tournament.

I have refereed at the Tournament for the past 17 years, a member of 
my family died in the fire and I have given my time in his memory and 
also the other 55 people who also died as a result of the fire. The motto 
“friendship through football” allows everyone to meet once a year  
to remember all involved with the fire and gives a chance to catch  
up with old friends. “Chris Dempsey Referee Secretary Bradford  
Referees Association”

In addition to the teams participating from the Bradford area teams 
from Lincoln (the opponents of Bradford City FC on the day of the fire) 
and teams from Hamm (the German twin town of Bradford) were in 
attendance. Both Lincoln and Hamm have attended the Tournament 
every year since 1986 with the young players from Hamm being hosted 
over the Easter weekend by families from the Bingley area of Bradford. 
At the end of May the hospitality extended by the Bingley hosts is 
reciprocated when young players from Bingley travel to Hamm. 

On the Sunday morning of the Tournament Gary Bowyer the Bradford 
City Manager attended the tournament and stayed to watch some of 
the games before having to leave to take a training session with the 
first team who on Easter Monday afternoon were playing Gillingham in 
League One with Bradford hoping for a result in what for them has been 

a pretty dismal season with them languishing at the foot of the league table 
and having been relegated following a 2-0 defeat away to Coventry on Good 
Friday. Bradford City once again generously provided over 350 tickets  
for their match on Easter Monday for the young people attending  
the Tournament. 

Bradford City Football Club together with the council and the local 
community hold an annual commemorative event on the 11th May to 
remember and pay tribute to the 56 individuals who so tragically lost their 
lives in 1985. Alongside this the Valley Parade Memorial Tournament has and 
will continue to run every Easter as a living memorial to those tragic events. 
The Tournament promotes friendship through football and creates a special 
environment where the emphasis on taking part in such a significant event 
far outweighs the importance of winning at all costs. “Bradford City FC”

As usual the under 12 age group competition took place on Saturday with 
all the group stage matches being played with great amounts of energy and 
enthusiasm with Hamm eventually coming out as the Tournament winners 
by beating Eccleshill United Blues. The “Roger Bennett Fair Play Cup” for the 
under 12’s was awarded this year to local club Sandy Lane.  Jackie Marshall, 
NEC presented the trophy and medals to the under 12’s.   

The under 14 age group competition took place on the Sunday with some 
excellent and very skillful football being played to a very high standard which 
concluded with Bradford City and Hamm coming through the group stages 
to compete against each other in the Final.  After a hard fought game Hamm 

ONE WORLD FOOTBALL
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came out the 4-0 winners over Bradford whilst the “Roger Bennett Fair 
Play Cup” for the under 14’s was awarded to Queensbury Celtic a local 
club competing in the Tournament for the first time.   

The trophies and medals were presented to the teams at the 
conclusion of the Tournament by the Lord Mayor of Bradford Councilor 
Zafar Ali and POA National Chair Mark Fairhurst.

RECOGNITION!
 A “One World Football” was also presented by Mark Fairhurst on 
behalf of the Valley Parade Memorial Tournament to Robin Berghaus 
the Chairman of Hamm FC. (The One World Football is a special art 
commission by internationally acclaimed artist and 2007 Turner Prize 
winner Mark Wallinger which marks the centenary of the First World War 
through football. Inspired by the famous Christmas Truce of 1914, when 
soldiers from both sides emerged from the trenches and met in No Man’s 
Land to exchange gifts and play football the football has been transformed 
into a globe of the world taking inspiration from the celebrated image of 
the Earth taken during the Apollo 8 lunar orbit on the 24 December 1968 - 
an image of enduring beauty that depicts a peaceful planet floating in the 
vastness of space).  

It is another major milestone in the history of the POA that this was the 
34th Annual Tournament and the fact that we were able to obtain one of 
these limited edition footballs is a testament to its enduring success as  
a lasting memorial to the 56 people who lost their lives. One World is  
a celebration of how football brings people together and encapsulates  
what has always been the ethos of the Tournament “friendship  
through football”.                                                              

Who would have thought all those years ago when the decision was 
taken by the delegates at the POA Annual Conference in 1985 that the 
Tournament would not only still be going strong but also be such a high 
profile event with so much interest not just locally but also both nationally 
and internationally with all aspects of the media in attendance throughout 
the weekend reporting on and photographing the event.

John Boddington
Honorary Life Member

SHORT HISTORY OF THE TOURNAMENT
On the 11th May 1985 fifty-six people sadly lost their lives and hundreds 
more suffered horrific burn injuries when fire swept through the main stand 
at Bradford City's football ground during their match with Lincoln City. It was 
estimated that there were between 3,500 and 4,000 people in the stand 
when the fire broke out and suddenly turned into a raging inferno; of the 
fifty-six who died eleven were children.

TRAGEDY
The dramatic scenes were seen on the news by millions of television 
viewers, as the match in which Bradford City were celebrating their newly 
won promotion to the Second Division (today’s Championship), was being 
recorded. It was a terrifying sight, with fans, some with clothes and hair 
alight scrambling over the barriers at the front of the stand. The fire horror 
was made worse because a strong breeze swept flames along the stand and 
the roof collapsed in a billowing cloud of smoke.

DONATION
Colin Steel the National Chairman when addressing the POA Annual 
Conference which was held shortly after the tragedy informed the 
delegates that the National executive had received a number of 
approaches from Branches in respect of the events at Bradford Football 
Ground and he sought Conference approval to donate £1,000 to the 
appeal fund that had been set up.

TROPHIES
Many of the children who have taken part have gone on to play football 
professionally, many in the lower divisions of their respective countries 
leagues but some however have gone on to play in the higher divisions and a 
few have even received International call ups for their Country. 

In 2006 twenty years after the Tournament began a decision was taken to 
replace the two original Cups that were purchased in 1985 by two new ones, 
this was done as it was considered that the origin, history and longevity of 
the competition made the original Cups too valuable for anything to happen 
to them. Initially on their retirement they went on loan to the museum at 
Bradford however they are now on permanent display in a glass cabinet 
at Bradford City Council along with other memorabilia from the many 
Tournaments that have taken place over the years.    
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M
embership of a trade union is a human 
right. If your employer seeks to target or 
discriminate against you simply because  

of your union membership, the law is there to  
protect you.

The Trade Union and Labour Relations (Consolidation) 
Act 1992 states it is unlawful for someone to refuse to 
employ a person because they are a trade union member. 

The law says:

1. Workers have the right not to be subjected to a 
“detriment”, if the employer’s main purpose is an 
“unlawful purpose”

A detriment means a disadvantage. Examples of 
detriments include being demoted, being asked to work 
extra or unsociable hours or having disciplinary action 
taken against you.

Subjecting a worker to a detriment is unlawful if the 
employer’s main purpose is unlawful. It would be 
unlawful if it was to prevent, deter or punish trade union 
membership, taking part in union activities or making use 
of trade union services.

2. It is automatically unfair to dismiss someone if the 
principal reason for the dismissal is an “unlawful 
reason”

If the employer’s main reason for the dismissal was 
that the employee either took part, or even just proposed 
to take part, in trade union activities or made use of trade 
union services that would be unlawful.

3. It is automatically unfair to dismiss someone by 
reason of redundancy if the principal reason for 
selecting them for redundancy was an “improper 
purpose”. 

For courts to find that a detriment or dismissal is 
unlawful the employer has to have an improper purpose. 
In assessing this, tribunals look not only at the effect of 
their actions but also at the objective they were aiming to 
achieve. 

Factors which might support a claim that the employer 

has an ‘improper purpose’ include: evidence of anti-
union bias, a failure by an employer to follow the normal 
procedural steps, or if the employer is unable to give a 
credible explanation for their actions.

TRADE UNION ACTIVITIES:  
YOUR RIGHTS 
To be protected trade union activities must take place at 
“an appropriate time.” This usually means outside the 
worker’s working hours, or at a time within working hours 
when the employer has agreed to the employee taking 
part in trade union activities.

The tribunal, using its “industrial common sense,” will 
decide what constitutes a ‘trade union activity’ but 
usually the following activities are protected:
n  Participating in bargaining, consultation, grievance 

handling and disputes procedures
n  Having discussions with full-time union officials
n  Representing members and having discussions  

with them
n Engaging in the recruitment of new members
n Undergoing approved training 
n  Putting up union notices and distributing union 

literature
n Voting in a union election
n Attending branch meetings or national conferences.

CLAIMS THAT TRADE  
UNIONISTS CAN BRING
If you believe you have been treated unfairly at work due 
to your trade union status, you may be able to bring an 
employment tribunal claim. Normally, the deadline to 
start the employment tribunal claim process is three 
months less one day after the act you are complaining 
about.

If you were dismissed and a claim for dismissal is 
successful, tribunals have the power to award a minimum 
basic award and compensation for financial loss caused 
by the dismissal.

For more information, contact your local POA 
representative.

Trade unionists  
and victimisation

Rachel Halliday examines the legal protection against  
victimisation available to trade unionists in the UK 

MORE INFO
If you or a loved one has 
suffered an illness as 
a result of exposure to 
hazardous substances 
at work, you may be 
able to make a claim for 
compensation. Contact our 
specialist team today for 
free legal advice on  
0800 587 7515

Rachel Halliday
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W
andsworth POA has been attending May Day for a 
number of years and this was no exception. The 1st May 
recognises workers of the world and the shared 

problems of anti-trade union laws and exploitation of workers by 
unscrupulous employers.

 We may appear to be a service style trade union but there has 
always been a will to change this into a more campaigning one. When 
this union does campaign, we fight well above our weight. Remember 
our protest action and our own March and Rally.

 With the groups assembling at Clerkenwell Green, we set off 
through Central London, greeted along the way with cries of support. A 
banner of the Shrewsbury pickets reminded us of the misuse of the 
law when it comes to labour disputes, trade unionists imprisoned by 
an unjust law in the 1970’s. Think of Section 126/127 that prevents us 
from striking, an unjust law? 

Arriving in Trafalgar Square, there was a number of speakers. This 
included John McDonnell MP and POA Honorary Life member. Mick 
Cash, General Secretary of the RMT spoke, as did Jim Dawson of the 
NUJ and Rehana Azam of the GMB.

 There were also speakers from the PCS union, striking against their 
employer. The POA contingent included Ben Nweke, Mark Piper, 
myself, Glen Patton (ex-Dover retired) and my daughter Samantha (a 
rep with the GMB).

 What rights we have were fought for and organised workers through 
trade unions like the POA, will continue to fight to have our rights 
restored.

Unity is strength.

Stewart McLaughlin 
Branch Secretary , Wandsworth POA

POA at May Day March  
& Rally, London 

The March & Rally was attended by a number of trade unions  
exercising their right to protest and raise awareness of their issues

 L-R GLEN PATTON (RETIRED POA DOVER), STEWART MCLAUGHLIN, 
BEN NWEKE, MARK PIPER, SAMANTHA MCLAUGHLIN(GMB)
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Apprenticeship Support Network
The launch of the Apprenticeship 
Support Network was held at the 
Riverside Centre in Newport on 
Thursday 11th April 2019.

Funded by UnionLearn 
through POA Learning, the 
project will provide help and 
advice to any apprentices who 
feel that they would benefit from 
extra support and guidance 
around their learning and 
working practices. This can 
include pastoral care and advice 
for both matters in the 
workplace and outside.

SUPPORT THROUGH 
EDUCATION 
Over 50 attendees representing 
unions, local employers, training 
providers and community groups 
heard the objectives of the 
Apprenticeship Support Network 
with guest speakers including Vix 
Lowthian, local educator and 
parliamentary candidate, Steve 

Ambrose of Island Roads and 
Adrian Ryan from UnionLearn all 
giving their views on how 
apprentices, employers and 
training providers can be 
supported on the Island through 
the project.

LIVING PROOF
Vix Lowthian said “I’m thrilled to 
support POA Learning at the 
launch of their pioneering 
Apprenticeship Support Network 
initiative supporting apprentices 
in their work and home life to 
get the most out of their 
learning.”

Dave Logan, Centre Manager 
for POA Learning at Albany 
House, HMP Isle of Wight 
echoed her comments saying, “I 
was delighted that this event was 
so well supported, I have seen 
the need for a service of this 
type on the Island for some time 
now. This is something new, only 

Australia seems to have 
something similar, so the Isle of 
Wight is leading the way with 
this service and I am really proud 
to be part of it. The real work 
starts now but it was a great to 
have so many people here to see 
the service launched.”

Alison Manion, Project 
Coordinator from POA Learning 
said “POA Learning are thrilled 
to be taking the lead on this 
initiative. We hope that all 
Apprentices, Training Providers 
and Employers will work 
together in ensuring that this 
project is the success that we all 
want it to be.”

The service has been backed 
by the UnionLearn project, the 
learning branch of the Trades 
Union Congress (TUC), which 
promotes organisational 
learning through Trades 
Unions. Funding has been 
obtained through a successful 

‘innovation’ bid, submitted by 
POA Learning, in order to 
launch the service on the 
Island.

COMMUNITY LEARNING
POA Learning, located at Albany 
House HMP Isle of Wight, is a 
community-based learning 
resource with drop-in sessions in 
Ryde, Newport, Shanklin and 
Ventnor, and is connected to 
many Island organisations that 
promote learning and support to 
vulnerable people. It provides 
functional skills in English, Maths 
and ICT as well as employability 
skills, online support for benefits, 
supported job searching and a 
range of distance learning 
courses, all free of charge. It also 
provides free group sessions on 
ADHD awareness, Autism 
awareness and resilience.

For more information on the 
service, visit: bit.ly/2WgrlyZ
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ULR Vicky says farewell as she looks 
forward to retirement…
We say a fond farewell to our 
‘Union Learning Rep’, Vicky 
Hukins, based at HMP Guys 
Marsh, who has been invaluable 
in promoting POA Learning at 
the establishment. 

Over the years she has 
engaged with and assisted 
hundreds of staff, always with a 
cheery smile, and an 
effervescent welcome usually 
accompanied by tea and biscuits.

ULR’S 
Vicky took on the ULR role at 
Guys Marsh along with her 
husband, retired prison officer 
Chris, back in December 2012, 
when the POA Learning centre at 
HMP Guys Marsh was opened. 

Both Vicky and Chris get a 
great deal of satisfaction as POA 

ULR’s in assisting staff with their 
learning in and around their own 
‘day jobs’.  

Vicky has worked for NOMS as 
a training coordinator at the 
regional Guys Marsh Learning 
Centre for many years and Chris 
Hukins MBE (a retired Prison 
Officer) acts as a very active 
facilitator for the charity ‘Prison 
Me, No Way’.

ONE TO ONE
ULRs don’t just engage learners, 
they offer information, advice 
and guidance, carry out initial 
assessments of skills, link 
learners up with providers or 
assist them through union 
learning centres, arrange flexible 
provision for shift workers and 
plan next learning steps.  

Specifically, both Vicky and 
Chris have been instrumental in 
championing the importance of 
training and development at 
HMP Guys Marsh and they have 
both worked very hard to boost 
the image and strengthen the 
organisation of both POA 
Learning and Union Learn within 
the workplace.

So, thanks for your efforts 
over the years. You will be 
missed.

If anyone is interested in the 
role of ULR at their local 
establishment, then please 
contact us here at POA Learning 
where we can give the advice 
and guidance on how to take up 
this rewarding and fulfilling role.

VICKY & CHRIS HUKINS

WARNING
You are entering a dangerous site

The latest figures show prisons
are more dangerous than ever before
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J
ustice for Colombia (JFC) launched the JFC Peace Monitor in 
January 2018 with the objective of facilitating permanent 
international accompaniment to the implementation of the Final 

Peace Agreement of the Havana Peace Talks signed in November 2016. 
JFC is a London based organisation which was set up in 2002 by the 

British trade union movement to support Colombian civil society in its 
defence of human rights, labour rights, peace and social justice. It is 
supported by the British and Irish trade union movements.  

Since the initiation of the Havana Peace Talks in 2012, JFC has played 
a central role in building international support; hosting peace events in 
the British and EU Parliaments, facilitating experience sharing with the 
protagonists in the Good Friday Agreement and South Africa, and 
campaigning internationally together with Colombian civil society to 
ensure the process reached a final deal. 

Whilst the signing of the Final Peace Agreement in November 2016 
brought hope to many for a more peaceful and more progressive future 
in Colombia, implementation has been slow and has met many hurdles. 
Almost two years on from the signing of the deal, whilst there has been 
progress in ending the armed conflict between the Colombian state and 
the FARC-EP, there has been minimal progress on many other points of 
the agreement and there has been an increase in assassinations with  
an alarming number of ex-FARC combatants and community  
activists murdered. 

UNIONS WORK FOR PEACE
The JFC Peace Monitor organise and host regular delegations to 
Colombia involving Members of Parliament and trade union leaders, 
with a focus on monitoring the advances and challenges for the 
implementation of the Final Peace Agreement with a particular trade 
union and human rights focus. 

The JFC Peace Monitor provides a platform though which 
international support can be mobilised in solidarity with those working 
to ensure that the significant social and political advances in the Final 
Peace Agreement can one day become a reality. 

During our visit we met with Human Rights Lawyers (many of whom 
have been the victim of numerous death threats), the CUT (Trade Union 
Confederation) and affiliated Trade Unions, Community Leaders, FARC 
Representatives and their Leadership, the United Nations, Norwegian 
and Cuban Ambassadors, the British Ambassador, the Special 
Jurisdiction for Peace (JEP), and Members of the Colombian Parliament.

Whilst most of our time was spent in Bogota, we also had the 
opportunity to visit a rural village, Cajibio, in Northern Cauca. Cajibio is 
a 3-hour drive from Cali Airport and we travelled in a ‘chiva’, a typical 
open sided Colombian bus used by peasant farmers in the countryside. 
Cajibio has been impacted by violence since the signing of the peace 

agreement in November 2016. Like much of Cauca,  
there is a high presence of armed groups in the 
Cajibio zone.  

SUPPORTING WORKERS
While the economy in Cauca is 
predominantly agricultural, its 
geological location means Cauca is 
rich in minerals and natural 
resources. The area is also a prime 
region for production of coca, the plant 
base of cocaine. Many local communities 
are economically dependent on coca as 
traditional farming has been decimated 
by lack of infrastructure, rising transport 
costs and international Free Trade 
Agreements. A 2014 report by the UN 
found that Cauca and the neighbouring 
departments of Nariño, Putumayo and 
Caqueta constituted 73% of Colombia’s 
coca production, which has increased 
since the 2016 peace deal.  Mining and 
agricultural megaprojects 
have been heavily linked to 
forced displacement, 
human rights violations, 
environmental 
destruction, militarisation 
and deteriorating social 
conditions. By 2012, mining 
companies had applied for at least 1200 
extractive licenses in Cauca. More recently, 
indigenous and rural communities have mobilised against the 
expansion of fracking in Cauca which impacts heavily on their lives.  

Cauca has often been described as the ‘epicentre’ of the Colombian 
conflict. As a guerrilla organisation, the FARC had a strong presence in 
the region. Cauca was often the scene of confrontations between the 
Colombian army and the FARC – the high military presence in the region 
has led to severe human rights violations, with civilians killed in the 
crossfire, their towns, homes and infrastructure occupied by armed 
actors and forced to flee their homes due to violence. Cauca remains 
the department where most community activists are murdered. 

Various armed groups are present in the region - these include the 
National Liberation Army (ELN), Colombia’s last remaining left-wing 
guerrilla insurgency; and so-called ‘dissident’ groups formed of former 

Justice For Columbia
On 25th May 2019 myself and Dave Todd, Vice Chair, travelled  
to Colombia as part of the Justice for Colombia Peace Monitor
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FARC members who have not joined the 
peace process. Right-wing paramilitary 
groups also operate in the area and 

routinely produce pamphlets threatening 
violence against specific social leaders. Several 

indigenous and rural communities in Cauca have 
seen social leaders murdered, attacked or threatened 

for coordinating voluntary substitution of coca plantations 
for legal crops, one of the core components of the  
peace agreement. 

Since the signing of the peace agreement, Cauca has been the 
most dangerous region in Colombia for social leaders and 
human rights defenders. According to Colombian human 

rights organisations, 48 social leaders were murdered in 
Cauca between 1 January 2018 and 17 November 2018. 
Overall, 125 social leaders were murdered in Cauca in 

the three years from 2016 to 2018.  

THE REALITY OF LIFE
We also visited Tierra Grata (a Territorial Reincorporation Space) in 
Cesar. The 2016 peace agreement provided for the FARC's 
participation in politics as a formal political party following its full 
laying down of weapons. The FARC had previously been a guerrilla 
organisation mainly made up of peasant farmers, who self-organised 
to protect themselves against violence being orchestrated by political 
elites and large landowners. As part of the peace agreement the FARC 
concentrated themselves in specially designated areas for their 
laying down of weapons, called Zones. Once this was completed in 
August 2017, these zones were then reconstituted as spaces for the 
reincorporation of FARC members, called ETCRs. There are 24 across 
Colombia and numerous now officially recognised zones that were 
created by groups of FARC members outside the ETCRs. The camps 
are designed to provide training to former combatants, to ensure 
their security and to develop productive projects working alongside 
local communities. Tierra Grata has a particular focus on developing 
ecotourism projects that will provide livelihoods for former 
combatants. As of February 2019, the camp was home to  
293 people. 

CHANGE MUST CONTINUE
Progress in terms of socioeconomic reincorporation has been 

slow. The state couldn’t properly build infrastructure in the zones 
as stipulated in the agreement, and there has been no formal land 
given yet to develop productive economic projects. There has 
been some progress in some of the zones with education 
programs and economically productive community projects set-up 
for both ex-FARC combatants and members of the local 

communities, along with some international support. The 
functioning of the zones is overseen by the FARC and the 

Colombian government with the accompaniment of the United 
Nations. They are often spaces where the FARC and Colombian 

security forces, who are responsible for ensuring the security 
in the area, work together directly. 

The state has failed to provide adequate services or 
facilities to many of the camps, with the UN finding that 
only a quarter are at a satisfactory level. Weak security has 

added to the problems – whilst the zones themselves are 
protected by state security forces, a number of FARC members 
have been murdered close to the camps where they were based. 
In April, an attack on two FARC members based at Tierra Grata 
killed their seven-month-old baby. The attack occurred while they 
were visiting family in the neighbouring region of La Guajira. As a 
result of the difficulties in the reincorporation process, some 
former guerrillas have left the camps, thereby exacerbating the 
slow process of reincorporation and increasing their vulnerability 
to armed groups.  

The challenges faced in Colombia are immense. However, it is 
important to be optimistic, to stay on course and to continue 
supporting the peace process so that the people in Colombia get 
the peace which the majority of the people want.

Mick Pimblett
Assistant General Secretary
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Evidence or ideology?
With MPs attacking the ‘shroud of secrecy’ surrounding private 

prisons, the government is rapidly losing the debate over profiting 
from punishment, reports Charley Allan

W
hile POA members were locked in debate over union 
policy at conference this year, Members of Parliament 
voted unanimously to scrap plans for new private prisons. 

Unfortunately, there seems to be more democracy in the POA than 
Parliament, as the NEC is committed to carrying out the wishes of 
delegates – but the government is certain to just ignore MPs.

Politicians have come under a lot of criticism recently for not 
respecting or representing the “will of the people”, but it’s really the 
government that is guilty of this, not the MPs who make up the rest of 
Parliament. Most of them have been busy doing their job of holding the 
government to account, not just over Brexit but everything else the state 
is supposed to be responsible for.

LANDMARK VOTE
The growing crisis in our criminal justice system – and prisons in 
particular – is often raised in Parliament by MPs angry at how 
government cuts are putting us all in danger. Justice has been hit harder 
than any other department, with budgets down by 40% since 2010, and 
the Conservatives are rapidly losing their reputation as being “the party 
of law and order”.

The landmark Commons vote on 14th May was called by Labour as 
part of an “opposition day debate” on prison and probation privatisation. 
Facing certain defeat, the government ordered its few MPs who were  
left in the Chamber to abstain, meaning the “Ayes” won without a  
formal vote.

At least the new minister Bob Buckland showed up, as did his boss, 
Justice Secretary David Gauke, to defend the whole concept of making 
money out of incarceration. As usual, they dismissed all concerns as 
“ideological” and claimed their decisions were “evidence-based” – but 
then spent the whole debate completely ignoring the evidence and 
repeating their mantra about a “mixed economy”.

Richard Burgon, Labour’s Shadow Justice Secretary, kicked off 

proceedings by laying out the case against the two new private prisons 
planned for Wellingborough and Glen Parva.

Quoting Margaret Thatcher’s former Secretary of State Sir Malcolm 
Rifkind, who wrote in the Financial Times that “contracting out prisons to 
the private sector has been a serious mistake” and “the physical 
deprivation of a citizen’s liberty should not be the responsibility of a 
private company or of its employees”, the Leeds East MP insisted: “Even 
if Conservative members do not share those moral principles, the record 
of privatisation in leaving the public less safe and the taxpayer out of 
pocket should put an end to this failed experiment.”

He explained to MPs that “eight years ago, HMP Birmingham became 
the first publicly built, owned and operated UK prison to be transferred 
to the private sector”, and added: “That is why its return to the public 
sector after such catastrophic failings under G4S should be a watershed 
moment.

“HMP Birmingham was the most violent prison in the country. When the 
state stepped in in August 2018 and took back control from G4S, what did it 
then do? It immediately brought in extra prison officers and moved hundreds 
of prisoners out – a clear indication of private sector understaffing and of the 
overcrowding that results from the private sector putting profits first.”
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PERVERSE INCENTIVES
The joint problems of understaffing and overcrowding – both of them 
“perverse incentives created by running prisons for profit” – drive the 
disproportionately high levels of violence in private prisons, Burgon 
explained. He raised the “shocking new figures that came to light in The 
Guardian yesterday” that showed private prisons are up to 47% more violent 
that public prisons.

Other Labour MPs cited the same research, with North Tyneside’s Mary 
Glindon calling the 47% figure “a really frightening and terrible statistic”, and 
Catherine West (Hornsey & Wood Green) describing it as “truly shocking”.

West challenged the Justice Secretary directly over the findings, urging 
Gauke to “admit that this is not just about one prison and that yesterday’s 
figures in The Guardian showing 47% more incidents of violence in the 
private estate than in the public point to something greater than one, 
one-off prison.”

This research is based on answers to parliamentary questions by Burgon, 
with the paper revealing: “In 96 publicly run adult jails, there was an average 
population of 64,905, with 21,420 assaults – or 330 per 1,000 prisoners” 
between October 2017 and September 2018. “But in 14 privately managed 
adult prisons, there was an average of 15,930 prisoners and 7,737 assaults 
– or 486 per 1,000 prisoners.” Comparing 486 to 330 gives the 47% 
difference.

Prison population figures are regularly released by the government, with 
Burgon highlighting a “2018 House of 
Commons Library Briefing suggesting that, 
although just over half of public-sector prisons 
are overcrowded, this rises to 85% in the 
private sector”.

But when it comes to staffing levels, he 
explained, “the government refuses to reveal 
how many officers are employed at private 
prisons, despite numerous parliamentary 
questions and even requests from members of 
the Select Committee on Justice”.

He continued: “The prison officers’ union 
has raised concerns that private prisons have 
higher prisoner-to-officer ratios than public 
prisons, yet the justice secretary recently told 
me that his department ‘does not mandate 

staffing numbers in privately operated prisons. It is the responsibility of the 
contractor to determine and maintain the number of staff necessary to 
discharge the requirements of the contract’.

“It is simply bizarre that state prisons have to publish staffing figures 
quarterly, but private prisons do not. Again, we see how the private sector is 
allowed to hide in a shroud of secrecy while delivering public services.”

BURYING THE EVIDENCE
Other MPs who railed against private prisons included the Plaid Cymru 
Westminster leader Liz Saville Roberts (Dwyfor Meirionnydd) and Labour’s 
Jim Cunningham (Coventry South), Mohammad Yasin (Bedford), Bambos 
Charalambous (Enfield Southgate), Marie Rimmer (St Helens South & 
Whiston) and Shadow Prisons Minister Imran Hussain (Bradford East).

Wrapping up the debate for the opposition, Hussain asked: “If the 
government are so confident of the ability of private companies, why will 
they not allow HMPPS to bid to operate Wellingborough and Glen Parva, 
rather than burying the evidence on why they have not done so?”

He continued: “The Prison Officers Association has repeatedly asked for 
the HMPPS estates and transformation report, but it has repeatedly been 
denied access to it. This shows that the government’s plans are driven not 
by a desire to deliver the best benefits for the public but by ideology, and 
we are seeing a complete failure by the private sector to stand on its own 
merits when compared with the public sector.”

LOBBYING WORKS
There’s growing recognition, both inside and outside of Parliament, that 
it’s simply unacceptable to try to “bury the evidence” when it comes to 
private companies profiting from punishment. The government is on the 
defensive and knows this could turn into a massive vote-loser at the next 
election. With enough pressure from MPs and the public, we can force the 
government do a U-turn, like it did with probation privatisation just a few 
days after the debate and drop its plans for more private prisons 
completely.

So, get in touch with your MP and tell them what you think. Lobbying 
works – and with a general election just around the corner, you might find 
them more willing to listen than ever.

*Charley Allan organises the Justice Unions Parliamentary Group, 
which is co-sponsored by the POA. The debate can be watched here:  
bit.ly/2wVv2Ab and the transcript read here: bit.ly/2VBp9GW
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Prison Service 
‘Hidden Heroes’ 

Honoured 

H
osted by HRH The Princess Royal 
on 21st March, it was held at 
St. James’s Palace by gracious 
permission of Her Majesty  

the Queen.
Officers, managers, and other prison staff came 

from all four corners of the United Kingdom to 
be honoured for their work. For the 34th Annual 
Butler Trust Awards, no less than two thirds of all 
those receiving Awards and Commendations work 
in prisons.  

In a mark of respect for the usually unsung 
work of the ‘Hidden Heroes’ in our prisons, an 
impressive collection of distinguished guests 
was present to show their appreciation and 
to personally meet the winners. As well as 
the Ministers, top civil servants and senior 
representatives from across the justice system, 
Butler Trust Patron and football legend Sir Trevor 
Brooking CBE was there, as was long-time Butler 
Trust supporter (and former Personal Secretary to 
Sir Winston Churchill) Lady Williams of Elvel, now 
in her 90th year. 

Once again, the real stars were the winners 
themselves, winnowed down – with some 
difficulty, given the high standard – from a record 
number of nominations. A remarkable number 
of those nominations were, once again, made or 
supported by appreciative prisoners themselves. 

“They are unsung heroes who do a difficult job 
every day to protect the public, while at the same 
time helping to put so many people back on the 
right path, including those who are considered the 
most difficult to rehabilitate.”              

Rt. Hon. David Gauke MP, Lord Chancellor & 
Secretary of State for Justice

As well as enjoying the splendid Palace 
environment, including the Queen Anne and 
Entrée Rooms where lunch and afternoon tea 
were served, the winners enjoyed the chance 
to speak to the Princess, Ministers and their 
peers about their work. 

The audience also got a sneak preview of 
The Butler Trust’s Hidden Heroes: The Prison 
Officer booklet, designed and written for 
Prison Officers (and any friends and family who 
don’t quite ‘get’ what they do and why it’s so 
important), which has now been distributed to 
every prison.

A handful of the ‘hidden heroes’ who work 
in prisons were revealed at this year’s Awards.

As you all know, there are many more, and 
they’re working right now in every prison in  
the estate. 

THIS YEAR’S BUTLER  
TRUST PRISON WINNERS: 
Bob Akroyd, HMP Edinburgh | Mark Coleman, 
HMP & YOI Woodhill | Alison Collins, HMP & YOI 
Doncaster | Hayley Morris, HMP & YOI Parc | Jean 
Peckham, HMP Hewell | David Savage, HMP 
Maghaberry | Kevin Allwood, HMP Grendon | 
Sarah Burrows, HMP Huntercombe | Emma 
Charalambous, HMP & YOI Bronzefield | Adam 
Connolly, HMP Liverpool | Michael Doyle, HMP 
Grendon | Chris George, HMP & YOI Hatfield | 
Marie Martin, HMP Low Moss | Lesley Mason, 
HMP & YOI Send | Stuart Roderick, HMP Whatton 
| Susie Simpson, HMP & YOI Isis | Shane Spencer, 
HMP & YOI Haverigg | Nichola Turner, HMP Leeds 
| Jon Wood, HMP Maghaberry

Learn more at www.butlertrust.org.uk. 

An impressive collection of winners from the Prison 
Service were present at this year’s Butler Trust Annual 

Award Ceremony

General
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Festival of football 
Prison staff and POA members re-ignite the Festival of Football as teams from 

many prisons engage in “friendly but passionate” football. The tournament 
brings together staff, colleagues and families to celebrate success

T
he Prison Service festival of football was held at 
Newbold Revel on 3rd April, run by the EPSFA and 
supported by the PSSA.

35 teams took part in a keenly contested 
competition that saw Channings Wood win the Oxford Cup as 
South West champions, Nottingham take the Poucher Cup as 
Midlands champions, Wetherby the Rose bowl as Northern 
champions and Highdown the Haywood Cup as South  
East champions.

 All will return to Newbold for the semi-final of the Maunsell 
cup to get the Prison Service champions for 2019.

Channings Wood won the festival beating Nottingham  
on penalties.

This was a successful day seeing the number of teams 
competing starting to rise again.

Paul Wray, POA Branch Secretary
HMP Lincoln

Sports

CHANNINGS WOOD WINNERS
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H
ello again from the committee of the PSCF. Firstly, 
we would like to start by saying a big thank you 
to the Editor of Gatelodge, for allowing us the 
opportunity to have a two-page spread in the 

Spring issue, celebrating our 30 years as a registered charity.
Since then three big events have happened. First, was our 

attendance at the POA Conference in Southport. Second, was our 
AGM, again held at the Springbridge Riding School, in 
Leicestershire and third was a documentary on the BBC, called 
“Britain’s Secret Charity Cheats”, which went out on the 30th 
May 2019, 0915 hours, on BBC1.

BBC DOCUMENTARY
It is here that we would like to start, because, although many of 
you that watched it, might have thought it came over really well, 
there were some very important issues missed out and we would 
like to point them out to you and all our members, so as not to 
cause any confusion in the future. The way the documentary 
came over, was that the PSCF paid for all of the treatment for 
Grace. This is not the case, what should have been aired is the 
PSCF assisted six prisons with their fund raising, to help get the 
treatment for Grace. Also, it was not mentioned that the PSCF 
was given credit by the Charity Commission, in the way the fraud 
case was handled and this was achieved by the PSCF having good 
systems in place, to prevent such incidents. Finally, it should 
have been mentioned that the PSCF was fully reimbursed by 
“Keera Brayfords’” bank with the original amount we donated to 
this appeal. We hope that by explaining the above, it will 
alleviate any concerns you may have about the PSCF facilitating 
your funds for private medical insurance, which we do not 
support.

POA CONFERENCE
Returning now to the POA Conference. This again proved to be a 
very worthwhile couple of days. We had many POA members 
approach our stand, enquiring about what we do and how we 
can assist their establishment with fund raising events that fit 
our criteria. Again, we had members volunteering to become 
PSCF Representatives for their establishment, which is a great 
asset to the fund in establishing that vital link. This year we had 

a very useful conversation with a member of staff from the Isle 
of Man. This is a new area for the fund, which we hope will 
become a valuable contact in the future. To celebrate our 30th 
Anniversary, our committee member Denise made 120 cupcakes 
and in true fashion they didn't last long!! Our thanks again go to 
the POA management, for giving us a stand at the conference, it 
is very much appreciated.

PSCF AGM......THE FUTURE
Finally, to our AGM. Again, this year it was very well supported, 
with about 40 in attendance. It is so pleasing to see new faces 
each year and some of the same old ones!! 

Again, celebrations of our 30th anniversary were on show, by 
the way of a two-tier cake, made by our resident cook, Denise. 
There were changes to our committee, with our Chairman and 
founder member Mr Joseph retiring and we welcome our new 
Chairman, Mr Peter McFall, along with our new Vice Chairman, 
Mr Ken Wingfield and a new committee member Mr Paul 
Blinstone. We, the PSCF committee, would like to thank you for 
your continued support and to reassure you that your committee 
will continue to support staff in their fund-raising endeavours. 
The PSCF is in very safe hands. 

Thank you from all the PSCF Committee.
 

 Prison Service  
Charity Fund

The PSCF has been supporting staff for 30 years and exists to assist 
staff raising funds, for causes within our criteria, but can only be done 

by new and continued membership

General
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W
omen and young girls up and down the country 
have a lack of access to sanitary products due to 
limited finances, something that many of us are 
lucky enough to take for granted.

Charities across the world work tirelessly to provide sanitary wear for 
countries such as Kenya where it is a known problem, we don’t have to 
look that far to see where it’s a problem, it’s happening in the UK and the 
problem is growing.

Periods are a normal part of growing up and usually start with puberty, 
but campaigners say that girls who can't afford sanitary products are 
embarrassed to talk about it and can lead to them missing lessons.

The Girl Guides have campaigned about period poverty for several 
years. Their research suggests that 1 in 3 eleven to twenty-one year olds 
have missed school or college because of their period.

Recent studies have shown that approximately 1/3 of people in the UK 
have, at some time, experienced poverty with women being the most 
vulnerable group.  Imagine being a young girl having to ask your mum to 
buy you sanitary wear knowing that your parents are struggling.

Young girls are being kept off school as some parents cannot afford to 
buy sanitary wear for them to take to school. Many are using toilet paper 
or rags.

There has been hard work to eliminate period poverty in UK 
schools, starting with Derby. With the support of 
Councillor Sarah Russell, Derby City Council, and 
Keswick Enterprises Holdings Charitable Trust, they 
have been able to supply pads to all schools  

that request them.
There may have been success in eliminating period poverty in Derby 

schools, but that has barely scratched the surface of the problem. The 
next step is to replicate this in other towns and cities until period poverty 
has been eliminated in all UK schools. 

Some teachers are buying sanitary wear for girls in their classes, using 
their own money, but because of the stigma surrounding periods, many 
young girls will not ask for help.

Sanitary products are vital for health and wellbeing yet are classed as a 
luxury and are taxed while men’s razors are not.

Many food banks now have a box where donations can be given and 
products can be taken by those in need.

We need to move beyond the stigma of “that time of the month”, the 
taboo surrounding periods must end, talk about menstruation and keep it 
alive, this will help women and young girls to ask for help.

Many offices have free products in the ladies toilets, my local pub has a 
basket with free products and a small number of schools have started to 
provide free sanitary wear.

In March 2019, UK Chancellor Philip Hammond, who is in charge of 
how the government spends the country's money, announced that the 

products would be offered to all secondary schools 
and colleges in England.

Many people said the plan should include 
primary schools too - and now that is happening.

Jackie Marshall, National Executive Committee

General

Period Poverty
Each year at the Women’s TUC Conference, delegates vote to send one motion to 

TUC Congress; this year’s motion was on the topic of Period Poverty
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T
here are over 80,000 people in prison in the UK and for 
the staff who work alongside them there are always 
concerns about health and safety. As the POA General 
Secretary Steve Gillan outlined in an article in the 

Spring issue of Gatelodge, violence against prison officers has 
increased 27 per cent over the last year. Steve rightly 
points out that POA members should be properly 
equipped to protect themselves; but being 
properly equipped can simply mean being 
properly informed. As a medic and liver 
specialist, there’s some simple knowledge 
that I would like to pass on to prison staff 
about hepatitis C.

You might know that hepatitis C, or 
HCV, is a liver infection which is spread 
through blood-to-blood contact. Sometimes 
referred to as the ‘silent killer’, it often has 
no symptoms until your liver is very damaged 
and, if left untreated, can cause cirrhosis, liver 
cancer and death. Roughly 210,000 people across 
the whole of the UK are living with chronic hepatitis C 
and 50% remain undiagnosed.

With the right diagnosis and treatment, HCV is curable through 
a short treatment course for 95% of cases, thanks to the latest 
generation of direct acting antiviral therapies. The elimination of HCV 
would be a major public health victory; however, in order to achieve 
this, as the NHS is aiming to do by 2025, we first need to identify those 
who are infected.

Prisons present a real opportunity to do this. HCV prevalence is four 
times higher amongst prisoners than the general population, because 
it is often contracted through having injected drugs, and around a 
third of offenders in prisons have injected drugs at some point. Even 
if someone is healthy on entering prison, they are at greater risk of 
contracting HCV whilst in prison due to exposure to drugs or  
tattoo needles. 

My work as a hepatologist involves me going into prisons in my 
local area to test and treat HCV patients, but it can be difficult to get 
past operational barriers sometimes. The staff shortages currently 
facing the profession play no small role in this, as officers need to be 
available to bring patients out of cells to clinic. 

In my experience, many prison staff are aware of HCV, though a 
little less than HIV – another blood borne virus (BBV) – but I find that 
there is still a lot of stigma and misinformation. For example, some 

people believe that it can be passed on by spitting – it cannot – or 
that it is incurable – it is not. The great thing about the breakthrough 
in treatment is that, once a patient is diagnosed, it is relatively 
straightforward to treat.

It is therefore great that ‘opt-out’ BBV testing is being 
rolled out across the prison estate. I would like to see 

this happen for everyone when entering prison 
and at regular intervals thereafter. Ideally this 

should become a routine part of health and 
wellbeing checks, so that people know that 
there’s nothing to be ashamed or afraid of 
when getting tested.

This is where prison staff can really 
help. It is clear that the challenges 
facing the prison workforce are 
unprecedented, but with health and 

safety being aware and informed is key. 
In terms of their own safety, a prison 

officer should seek a test if there has 
been any contact with tattoo needles or drug 

paraphernalia in the course of their work, but prison 
staff have no need to worry unduly about being infected by 

BBVs from aggressive behaviour such as spitting, unpleasant thought 
this is. By bearing these basic facts in mind, the prison workforce is 
well placed to support inmates with their healthcare needs, as well 
as make prisons a safer place to work.

Finally, another way in which POA members can make a difference 
is by helping to raise awareness of the transmission risks, symptoms 
and access to treatments, among the inmates in the care. This 
will enable us to test, treat and cure as many people as possible. 
What’s more, there is anecdotal evidence that inmates who address 
their HCV are much more likely to overcome other problems in life 
that contribute to the cycle of offending, such as substance abuse. 
Making prisoners co-agents in their own health is also a vital first 
step in reintegrating them into the community on release. So, while 
eliminating hepatitis C is an important public health goal in itself, 
there’s a bigger picture here. Being informed about the risks of 
hepatitis C – and indeed knowing when not to worry – can  
help make prison staff safer. In this environment, knowledge  
really is power. 

Prof Steve Ryder  
Chair of the Hepatitis C Coalition

General

Knowledge is power 
Prof Steve Ryder talks about you can stay safe  

and help eliminate Hepatitis C
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T
he Prison Service has changed dramatically over 
the last 10 years.  A less flexible sick policy, reduced 
staffing levels, increased pension age and overcrowded 
dangerous prisons. Competent, professional committees 

are more important now than ever.
A good committee should be maintaining good records of 

conversations with SMT, minutes of meetings, ideally records of every 
grievance, every case of bullying, discrimination, unfair treatment, 
injury, investigation, misconduct, risk assessment, all settlements, 
medical inefficiency outcomes, early retirement, criminal injury 
outcomes, local practice agreements. The list is extensive and to 
explain why, a few real examples.

INJURIES
You may be injured while at work. This type of injury may have 
happened to someone else in the past or may be due to some 
negligence on the part of the employer. You may not know all this detail; 
similar may have happened before your time, the employer/manager 
may have made a bad decision resulting in your injury however you're 
off sick and will not know this.  The requisite CCTV and paperwork need 
to be saved and produced. You may lose your job if the injury means for 
example in the future you can't do the fitness test because of a knee 
injury suffered years prior. Your committee should have this evidence. 
If not, well the outcome could be very bad and even end with you no 
compensation.

You will be relying heavily on your committee to help you acquire this 
information and hope that they keep the necessary information. A good 
committee will maintain such records and not simply rely on informal 
chats and interviews. Informality may work for some cases, but where 
there's a determination to punish, this approach can be an absolute 
disaster. Furthermore, informality isn't really any protection, but more of 
a plea and acquiescence, acknowledging that the manager/investigator 
holds all the cards. Informality gives the employer a get-out-of-jail-free 
card. No records, no history. Imagine the disaster of going to court 
without precedent and case law to rely on or refer to!

Informality is lazy and old school unionism, unsuited to modern 
workplaces and law. The employer says to the union rep "let’s be mates 
and trust me I'll look after you and your members”. Once informality is 
established its very difficult to reverse. The rep is often compromised 
by this process and invariably is reduced to what is effectively theatrical 
representation - a person sitting beside you but not much else. You'll 
identify this when representatives begin to 'manage' and 'bully' 
members instead of representing and defending them.

DISCRIMINATION/BULLYING
You may feel that you are the subject of management bullying 
or discrimination. You may be right. It may be that the particular 
manager has a track record of similar bullying and discrimination. It 
will be your committee that will likely or should know this and should 
have maintained the evidence to challenge this. How likely are you 
to know this or have all the evidence? Again, you'll be relying heavily 
on your committee to help you with the evidence to prove this 
pattern and challenge the manager. Does your committee keep these 
records? If it were to be an allegation of institutional or group racism/
discrimination you would absolutely rely heavily on any records 
maintained by your committee to prove this charge.

MISCONDUCT
You may be formally investigated for alleged misconduct. At the 
internal investigation you will need to be robustly defended from 
the outset. Your committee will need to provide evidence of their 
conversations/concerns of issues that led on to the incident, historical 
comparators, similar cases and outcomes, risk assessments, health and 
safety assessments, witnesses, CCTV, colleagues' statements and much 
more. If this internal investigation is not strongly resisted, your appeal 
is seriously undermined as you often cannot rely on anything that 
was available to you at the initial investigation. Should your appeal 
fail there and you want to challenge the decision at an Employment 
Tribunal, you will be relying heavily on the historical evidence/
comparators that the committee should have, how the investigation 
was handled by the local reps and the legal department of the POA 
who will be assessing the case will be needing this evidence to assess 
the chances of success before they take the case on. This becomes 
even more serious when a criminal charge looms over you and your 
solicitor asks for similar evidential records, custom and practice 
evidence - all while you are banned from contacting anyone because 
you are suspended under criminal caution.

UNFAIR TREATMENT
You may be being mistreated for failing the fitness test for example, yet 
others have not been similarly mistreated. Your manager may, you feel, 
have a particular agenda against you. How are you to know this if your 
committee keeps quiet? Your unsocial hours shift premium may be being 
threatened for not working nights for example, yet others similarly have 
not been threatened. How likely are you to know this if your committee 
is silent? Think also staff rotations, timekeeping, attendance, promotions, 
C&R and so on.

General

A good committee 
The vital importance of a good committee for your job security,  

pension, protection at work and legal defence 
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HEALTH AND SAFETY
A single injury can develop into either an acute condition or later 
become a contributing factor to a chronic condition and both acute and 
chronic can lead to a capability assessment and job loss. Working until 
68 increases the likelihood of suffering such an injury. It must then follow 
that potential incidents, risk assessments, instructions and Safe Systems 
of Work must be completed to minimize these risks that can have such 
a serious consequence of not being able to work until retirement at 68. 
A simple restraint of a prisoner during a cell search or in a difficult area 
can damage one's back for example to the extent that you may have to 
regrade or leave. A risk assessment review should be done so a similar 
incident cannot happen and your committee should be leading the 
charge for these reviews after incidents - In particular the Health and 
Safety representative.

Many of us have over the years maintained our membership primarily 
for the legal protection cover we think will be helpful at tribunal or 
court. In this modern service it can't be overstated how important and 
crucial the evidence your committee should have access to and should 
be maintaining, for your defence at court or success at tribunal. It is 
extremely vital.

When you present before a Governor for a bullying/grievance/formal/
misconduct hearing and he/she knows that the committee member 
with whom you're attending does not/will not present comparators/
evidence/a robust defence, you are extremely vulnerable. Essentially you 
will be presented as a first/single case even though several others before 
you may have done something similarly. It could be argued that your 
committee would be complicit by wilful omission but if your face doesn't 
fit you may be the only one punished and not know any different. 
Your committee member will have been an accessory not only to the 
outcome, but also have assisted in providing cover that due process was 
done and thereby limiting any chance of appeal success later.

A loose analogy of a committee is that what they do is similar to a 
solicitor for a criminal trial. A good solicitor will gather vast amounts of 
evidence, thereby giving your barrister the ammunition and opportunity 
to argue robustly in your defence. No evidence and your barrister is 
hamstrung and you could end up suffering in solitude  
or jail.

So, while you may only want the legal protection the POA offers, that 
legal protection relies heavily on evidence - the evidence your committee 
should have, gather and keep.

For your monthly subs to be worth anything, you need to ensure your 
committee is doing all of the above and is squarely in your corner.

Is your committee giving you the best bang for your buck? Not being 
a member of the only union available some say is to either behave like 
an ostrich in danger - bury one's head and hope something bad never 
happens or to freeload off the contributions of members.  Do we really 
think our workplaces would be better without the POA?  So, the only 
logical option is to join/ stay in the union and make changes from within 
and ensure your committee is top of the range. If it means you have to 
stand, do so. - it’s the only sensible position.

Solidarity!
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Obituaries

Ronald Norris Pinney
Retired 

Brian Courtney Hayday    
Retired

I t is my sad duty to inform you of the death of Ronald Norris Pinney on 31st May, age 72 years.
During his service Ron was a POA Rep (either Chairman or Secretary) at both HMP Elmley and HMP 

Canterbury and was highly regarded by his colleagues. 
Over the past few years Ron's heath has declined having suffered heart attacks, leukaemia, stomach cancer 

and ultimately inoperable bowel cancer.
Ron particularly asked me this week to ensure that his passing was recorded in the Gatelodge magazine so 

that his many friends and colleagues would be aware of his passing.
Thank you.

Richard Seath
Ex Rochester Borstal,  

HMP Canterbury and HCPO at HMIRC Dover (Retired 2004)

B rian was born in Portsmouth on 8th August 1929 and passed away 6th March 2019. He joined the 
Prison Service in 1958 and was first posted to Rochester as a prison officer, he was then posted to 
various establishments ie. Kingston, Portland, OTS Wakefield, Winchester, Bristol, Reading then finally 

the Regional Office for the South East as Assistant Regional Director.
He retired in 1988 but was brought back into service in 1989/1990 to deal with issues at Holloway and 

instigated the introduction of male senior officers into a female establishment, which in turn opened the gates 
for cross gender deployment throughout the country. He was part of the team who compiled the report for 
Lord Justice Wolfe after the Strangeways riots. 

Between 1990 and 1999 he worked for crown agents taking overseas senior prison officials’ courses, finally 
retiring in 1999 to spend a happy retirement with his wife Wendy. 

Brian Courtney Hayday 1929 to 2019 RIP.
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